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Alterity Begins at Home
— Alice Lyons

Verge is a critical platform for exploring alternatives to the
prevailing discourse in contemporary visual arts in Ireland
and internationally.
Verge suggests an edge that is perhaps spatial but equally
is about transition, potential, emergence as much as
marginalisation and invisibility.
Verge is a partnership project carried out with the support
of the Arts Council of Ireland’s Local Partnership Scheme.
The project was initiated and funded by Local Authority Arts
Officers from counties Clare, Donegal, Galway, Leitrim, Mayo,
North Tipperary, Roscommon and Sligo in association with
the Shifting Ground project (represented by the Galway / Mayo
Institute of Technology, Dept. of Creative Arts).

Alice Lyons’s poems have recently appeared in
The Irish Review and Tygodnik Powszecheny
(Kraków); as public art installations in
Staircase Poems at The Dock in County Leitrim
and Viewfinder in Cootehall, County Roscommon;
and as films, the most recent of which, The Polish
Language, is screening at film festivals worldwide.
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This publication arose from a sincere desire among its
participants to make available an alternative to current
visual arts publications. It seeks to redress an imbalance in
the coverage of art initiatives sited on the margins of the more
centralised visual arts discourse. It has taken a great deal of
work to produce and has been over two years in the process
and planning. It has required a dogged level of teamwork
Notes

and professionalism.
1

It is the brainchild of Fiona Woods without whose vision
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and follow-through it would not have been progressed to

3
4
5
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publication stage. Following on from a number of successful
rural arts initiatives and the Shifting Ground conference in
Ennis, Co. Clare, it was envisaged that Verge could function
as an ongoing critical platform for a variety of speaking and
viewing positions around issues related to same.
Verge showcases the artistic and writing talents of a diversity
of people who in coming together have collectively given
an infinitely varying voice to the idea of a verge or edge of
experience where balance and communication between
different symbolic orders might just become possible.
Verge is an occasional publication. It is the hope of the
Management Group and Editorial Panel that more issues will
follow in the future. Those issues will be informed by you, the
public. It is in this context that we very much look forward to
your response to Verge and issue a welcome to this first edition.
Dr. Suzanne O’Shea
Head of Creative Arts, Galway Mayo Institute Technology
and Chairperson, Editorial Panel, Verge Management Group

Krzysztof Wodiczko, Critical Vehicles (Cambridge, Mass:
The MIT Press, 1999), 208.
Emmanuel Levinas, Alterity and Transcendence, trans. M.B. Smith
(New York: Columbia Univ. Press, 1999).
From a conversation with the artist, London, September 2009.
Marilynne Robinson, Housekeeping (London: Faber & Faber, 1981), 154.
Ibid., 154.
Wodiczko, op. cit., 208.

At this year’s Venice Biennale, Krzysztof Wodiczko’s

on the map of Europe, and her life story is the stuff of

any other community, the art world has a language, which

world and I drift farther apart.”3 Why? More than any reason,

installation, Guests in the Polish Pavilion worked as a sort

screenplays. In fact, we could never really know what she has

can act as an insidious, exclusionary force. To read much of

I think it comes down to an issue of language: to engage with

of luminous trap. It brought the audience into astonishing

lived through. But the important point for us is that in one year

the written material that was snapped up and placed in cloth

the art world as defined here, he’d have to use the argot, and

intimacy with an awful truth: we fear strangers (in Wodiczko’s

in her eighth decade of life, Mrs. Malanowska took up a life

bags distributed by the more minted pavilions at the Venice

he’s too wrapped up in his work to be bothered.

project the strangers are immigrants) and we make them

in visual art. She began to embroider tiny pictures, not with

Biennale is to encounter a language that belies a world lacking

invisible — and worse — by any and all possible means.

the usual thick embroidery thread, but with flimsy, thin

in faith in itself. It cannot rest in clarity, so it has instead

“Networking opportunities” provided by events such as the

Through the simple trope of projected “windows” behind

ordinary sewing thread and tiny needles. She lives in a typical

developed a system of codes, a lingo which allows one insider

biennales and art fairs create deeply rutted tracks travelled by

which silhouettes perform a choreography of custodial jobs, our

1970s housing block in Warsaw; thus, the grey view out her

to signal his status to another. Use of the code is an exercise of

curators, critics, artists alike. They form the solid bonds of

attention was driven to the milky scrim of “glass” that divides us

window to the snowy courtyard with the thin winter trees

power, a marker of those “in the know”, the power brokers of a

a sheltered world, which constantly falls prey to exclusivity,

from them.

became a subject. Sometimes she tears out photos from

community. At its worst, it is a form of linguistic goose-stepping

to smallness of vision. Marilynne Robinson, in her novel

Gazeta Wyborcza as starting points. She works five hours

and an instrument of gate-keeping.

Housekeeping, a brilliant exploration of “otherness” writes,

The Polish Pavilion in the Giardini is an imposing structure,

every day in her studio — the second bedroom in her flat. She

built to impress. There are no windows in it, rendering it insular

said she goes to bed each night with joy thinking of the next

The language of the art world deserves a deeper sociolinguistic

smugness as much as the comfort and safety that lonely people

by definition. Likely, it was Wodiczko’s conceptual omphalos;

day’s work. Her little thread pictures reveal a remarkable

analysis than is possible here, but suffice it to say that it is

covet and admire.”4 Perhaps it is human nature to crave this

an enclosure, a perfect architectural metaphor for the purposes

quality of bravura (tiny), inventiveness and earnest searching.

highly populated by the vocabulary of critical theory with an

smugness, the sort that is in evidence at insider art world events.

of critiquing European xenophobia, and his installation

But, much to the detriment of visitors to contemporary art

emphasis on the authors and ideas based in post-structuralist

But only by directing ourselves both to those on “the perimeters

physically and ideologically perforates it. But the metaphor

venues, Zofia’s work is unlikely to appear there: she is old,

European philosophy. This isn’t a problem, per se, but the

of our attention”5 and to the tacit and blatant acts of border

doesn’t stop there: for many people, artists and non-artists

she is self-educated, she does not speak art-speak, all factors

extent to which this language has been colonised by these

control committed by the community — language is but one

alike, the art world is as insular, incarcerating and exclusionary

working against her.

influences is near hegemony.

exclusionary force — can we begin to delineate the problem of

“Anyone with one solid human bond is that smug, and it is the

a structure.

alterity within the art world. The art world needs to constantly
That this person and her remarkable work would generally be

Many serious artists are completely disengaged from this art

question its practices, identify its repellent behaviours, question

I sat in Wodiczko’s installation for a long time last June,

considered outside of the art world defines the sorry limits of

world because they have not learned to speak the art world’s

its own legitimacy.6

on a break from my job as assistant curator for Ireland’s

that world (of which I include myself). I could go on about

language or pitch their minds in a post-structuralist slant.

participation in the Biennale, and I watched my own

ageism in the art world and the art world would probably reply,

So their proposals and artist statements read like a foreign

Thank goodness for art’s wild, intractable nature, so much so

current thoughts mingle and insert themselves into his

“Well there is Louise Bourgeois.” But I do not want to go on

tongue to the art world’s gatekeeping forces; thus are created

that it won’t — will not ever — fit into a camp, a shelter, a

conceptual framework. It was so apt. For the Venice Biennale

that rant (even though the art world is ageist). Perhaps, Zofia

the strangers of the community. Here is the obdurate,

politics, a discourse. The art world will always by its nature be

is, if nothing else, a mecca for art-world insiders, people on

might be patronised as some sort of quaint outsider by a curator,

insidious boundary.

plagued by the dilemma of xenophobia. And it will remain

this side of those windows. Sitting there on the carpeted

but she is too discerning to allow it. I wonder what language

floor in the dark, I imagined all the serious artists who

would be used in the process of exclusion had she approached

Robin Whitmore, a visual artist who lives in London, uses

the disobedient, often wrinkled, strangers babbling in odd

a contemporary art centre for an exhibition. I would guess the

drawing as a means of helping adults with severe mental

languages and making unrecognisable gestures, turning their

communication would include the phrase, does not fit our

disabilities to communicate and as the basis for his role as art

backs — with joy even — at its margins.

profile. But it’s only a guess.

director for Duckie’s Gay Shame events. Whitmore’s projects are

are put, or who put themselves, on the other side of that
milky scrim. Alterity, as Emmanuel Levinas theorised it,

2

is a notion as applicable to the art world as it is to any

impermeable and impoverished as long as it blinkers itself to

the epitome of the socially-engaged work that holds sway in the

other community.
Just as community is a contested term and fortunately, is
As it happened, not too long after I finished the work on

beginning to be deconstructed and detached from its usage

the project in Venice, I had the opportunity to visit for the

as some sort of monolithic, easily identified thing (“let’s go

second time an artist who lives in Warsaw. Her name is

out and round up the community”), the term the art world is

Zofia Malanowska. You will not have heard of her. She is not

subject to the same sort of gross misconceptions. It’s bandied

a name, she is not positioning herself for a career, she is not

about without any precision, but I think it’s fair to posit that

involved in the “discourse of centre and margin”, of “otherness”.

the art world most commonly refers to the community who

Yet she is, ipso facto, wrapped up in all of it.

organise and exhibit in biennales, art fairs and museums,
who read periodicals such as Frieze, October — and Verge

Mrs. Malanowska is a very old woman now, 95 years old.

— who teach in and attend art schools. It also refers to the

She has lived through quite an epoch in a very unlucky spot

galleries and auction houses — the art market. And as with

www.alicelyons.com

art world today. Yet as he says himself, “With every year, the art

“The community can only be legitimate
when it questions its own legitimacy.” 1
— Krzysztof Wodiczko
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Krzysztof Wodiczko, Guests, video installation, 2009 (Polish Pavilion,
Venice Biennale). Photo courtesy of the artist and Zacheta, Warsaw.
Zofia Malanowska, Two Children, thread on linen, 15.6 x 10.2 cm, 2009.
Photo courtesy of the artist.
Robin Whitmore and Edward Thompson working on Wigs of Famous People,
2009. Photo courtesy of the artists.
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Ecology and Ideology
In Search of an Antidote in Contemporary Art
— Maja & Reuben Fowkes
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Maja and Reuben Fowkes are contemporary art historians and curators.
Their curatorial projects include the Revolution Trilogy (2006-9),
the Social East Forum seminar series (since 2006), and the annual
Symposium on Sustainability and Contemporary Art at Central European
University Budapest (since 2006). They publish in Third Text, Art Monthly,
Time Out Budapest and on www.translocal.org

Artist text displayed at Platan Gallery Budapest, 2009
Janek Simon, Calculator, 2006
Janek Simon, Untitled (“little house”), 2006

is also mentioned with increasing frequency in discussions of

environmental register applies in the context of contemporary

carbon. The more sustainable possibilities available within the

to 90s DJ culture and the lost world of HTML internet, to

contemporary art and there is a parallel lack of awareness of

art to the material burden of an artwork on the natural world,

independent sphere of contemporary art can be recognised in

disarmingly anarchistic effect. His independent approach draws

the history of environmental thought, which in many accounts

from the resources used in its production to potential damage

the work of Crakow-based artist Janek Simon. Born in 1977,

on the Central European tradition of the sociability of the late

begins and ends with the early 60s classic of poetic, anti-

caused to ecosystems, the amount of waste produced and the

he first studied sociology and psychology at the Jagiellonian

communist neo-avant-garde, which combined a disregard for

pollution literature, The Silent Spring. If we begin with an

complex implications of showing, transporting, publicising

University in Cracow, before gravitating towards contemporary

official ideology with indifference to the values of the art market,

understanding of sustainability derived from green capitalism,

and storing the work, in other words, to all the measurable

art in 2001. Some of his projects have dealt directly with the

a tradition that may be symptomatic of artistic communities

then the widespread belief amongst critical theorists that

components that contribute to the “life cycle” of an artwork in

phenomenon of “aesthetic recycling” as practiced by collectors

in any decentred cultural context rather than unique to

sustainability was invented by big corporations to create new

its relationship to the natural environment. Much discussion

of objects and rubbish, such as his show “Cracovians Like

Eastern Europe, and the legacy of which for contemporary

markets for environmentally-friendly products seems a logical

both of ecology in general and the relationship of art and

it Clean” at Warsaw’s Zacheta Gallery in 2005 which was

art remains strong, even after two decades of transition to

conclusion. Unravelling the confusion between ecological

environment remains on this level, and is associated with art

constructed entirely of cans, plastic bottles and other detritus

global capitalism.

sustainability and greenwash, in other words between the

projects that are designed to combat pollution or publicise

and referred to the forms of futuristic architecture, as well as

solution and part of the problem, requires revisiting theoretical

environmental campaigns.

the fascination with glitzy consumer packaging in a newly

Sustainability, in its corporate and “green capitalist” guise, is

capitalist Poland. Many other works deal with the theme of

in danger of taking on some of the negative characteristics of

debates within the field of ecology, in order to open up our
understanding of sustainability and its relevance for both

The second Guattari register deals with the social dimension

ecology only indirectly, while the aspect of sustainability can be

an ideology, and in this way, of contributing to the problem of

society and contemporary art.

and could refer in an art context to the social nexus around the

located in the artist’s approach. When asked at the most recent

“mental pollution”. The strength of contemporary art is that

production and use of the work, including the level of potential

Symposium on Sustainability and Contemporary Art about

it does not approach sustainability as an ideology and has no

The writings of Felix Guattari may offer a counterpoint

exploitation and the question of whether an artwork empowers

the implications of ecology for his own artistic practice, Simon

sympathy for what Murray Bookchin described as “militant

to the current simplification of our understanding of

or alternatively objectifies living subjects. Contemporary art

replied that he would not change anything, as although he does

recycling”, understood as technocratic attempts to coerce people

sustainability and, in his concern for the mental sphere of

frequently speaks to the social register, not least in the concern

not deal directly with environmental issues, the aspect of caring

into feeling personally responsible for the ecological crisis,

for the earth is already implicit in his work.5

rather locating the fundamental problem in alienation from

Corporate, independent and underground are common terms

which puts the stress on functionality, the selection of big

informed the practice of many artists from the 1970s onwards,

human subjectivities, have particular relevance to the interests

for a reflexive awareness of the ethical implications of art

for distinguishing between types of film production that

names closely follows the shared criteria of the art market

that ecology is a “subversive science” due to its far-reaching

and potentialities of contemporary art. The Three Ecologies,

projects and the social position of the artist. When it comes

are increasingly applicable to divisions within the world of

and the museum, with a strong bias towards artists from the

ramifications for all spheres of human society.2 The mammoth

published in 1989, anticipated many of the issues facing the

to the third register of human subjectivities, Guattari asserts

Janek Simon’s art has often involved approaching technological

diminishes people’s freedom to travel or their access to culture

contemporary art. The Barbican’s recent ecological blockbuster

West. It’s hard not to read the exhibition Radical Nature as

programme of side events from talks to food tastings, verges

globalised world of today, and laid the blame squarely at the

that in order to confront capitalism’s effects in the “domain

artefacts to reveal the hidden social significance of the seemingly

therefore threatens the enrichment of “human personality and

Radical Nature illustrates some of the drawbacks of the

an attempt to cash in on public concern for ecology, with

on over-production, which, as Felix Guattari noted, is from an

doors of “Integrated World Capitalism” for an “ecological

of the mental ecology of everyday life”, society should look to

neutral world of the modern machine. He once trawled the

sensitivity,” at a time when the collective answer to ecological

“corporate” approach, claiming to be “the first major exhibition

the subject of ecological radicalism in art treated much the

ecological perspective equally damaging whether it’s a matter

disequilibrium” that threatens the “continuation of life on the

the working methods of artists.4 It is on the level of the third

internet to teach himself how to make a digital watch at home,

crisis lies within the creativity of communities and the liberation

to trace the post-war history of artists’ engagement with ecology

same as any other umbrella theme from tourism to eroticism.

of material or immaterial goods. Sustainability has become a

planet’s surface”. Guattari usefully differentiates between

register that art has potentially the most radical implications

in order to demystify scientific knowledge and the remote

of human subjectivities.

and environmentalism.” The show provides an eclectic and

The same perfected machinery of presentation goes into

buzzword of politics and commerce, and with its spread from

three ecological “registers”, the natural environment, the social

for ecology and the potential to offer an antidote to the

processes that produce the decor of our post-industrial world.

under-conceptualised overview of work from the last forty

motion, with no consideration of the implications of ecology

the field of environmentalism into society there has been some

environment, and the level of mental ecology, in order to convey

“mental pollution” that is arguably as important an ecological

His installations often consist of DIY objects that ransack

years and along with the inclusion of architectural projects,

for art institutions. Missing here is the basic insight, which

dilution of its radical implications. Ecological sustainability

the interrelatedness of ecological and social issues. The first

factor as the poisoning of the rivers or the consumption of

the archive of obsolete technologies, from space invaders

1

3

nature and ultimately hierarchies in society. 6 Any approach that

www.translocal.org
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Radical Nature: Art and
Architecture for a Changing
Planet 1969-2009 (Barbican Art
Gallery: London, 2009), 6.
Maja and Reuben Fowkes,
“Planetary Forecast: The Roots of
Sustainability in the Radical Art
of the 1970s,” Third Text vol. 23,
no. 5 (September 2009), 699-674.
Felix Guattari, The Three
Ecologies [first published in
French in 1989] (Continuum:
London, 2000), 27 and 47.
Guattari, Three Ecologies, 35.
Sustainability and Contemporary
Art: Hard Realities and the New
Materiality, symposium held at
Central European University,
Budapest on 26 March 2009
www.translocal.org/sustainability
Murray Bookchin, “Death of a
Small Planet: It’s Growth that’s
Killing Us,” The Progressive
(August 1989).
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Home University of Roscommon & Leitrim
— Dominic Stevens

Dominic Stevens’ practice focuses on making buildings and theoretical projects
in the Irish countryside; he has received numerous awards and mentions and
his work has been widely exhibited and published. His project Fluidcity was
included as part of the Irish exhibit in the Venice Biennale of Architecture 2006,
and his second book RURAL was published in 2007.
In 1999 he moved his practice from Dublin to Co. Leitrim, where he now
divides his time between building, architecture and looking after his children.
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RURBAN
— atelier d’architecture autogérée (aaa), Paris

References
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Constantin Petcou and Doina Petrescu are architects and activists. They have practiced, taught, lectured,
published and exhibited work in Europe, Africa and the US. In 2001, they founded atelier d’architecture
autogérée (aaa) in Paris (www.urbantactics.org). aaa has published Urban Act, a handbook for alternative
practice (2007) and Micro-politics of architecture (forthcoming 2010).
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“The Earth is not a present from our parents.
We only borrow it from our children.”
— Indian proverb
Why RURBAN?

The initiatives moving in this direction are confronted with the

land pollution…) and the transformations imposed by the

and urban leftovers, opportunities or gaps in rules and

radical change in our world is not going to happen through

and structured by variable cycles and flows. It requires another

backgrounds, aspirations, expectations, possibilities - if you like,

big social, political and environmental changes of the future.

regulations, etc.) Local residents are involved in the setting

confrontation with Power but by subtracting our subjectivity

mode of action, more sober and balanced, measured and

the utopian side. Between these two there is a dialectic in which

Between the urban and the rural, the suburban condition

up and management of the strategy, contributing to its social,

from its domination. As Gorz notes, “the idea of getting hold

collectively run. Illich calls for “a revival of ascetic practices,

the local gets produced”. RURBAN involves a re-weaving of

valorises the potential of both. Such a condition is referred

environmental and economic sustainability. The project fosters

of Power has to be fundamentally revised. (...) The revolution

to keep alive our senses, in the lands devastated by the “show”,

scales and specific issues and the construction of a new mode of

to in permaculture as “border effect”, indicating that there is

local exchanges and (rural and urban) networks and tests

is firstly the irreversible destruction of such a ·[Power] device.

(...): cultivating the garden of friendship in this Absurdistan and

functioning: trans-local.  

more life and wealth where environments meet and overlap.

methods of self-management, self-build and self-production.

It requires a collective practice that puts it off-line by developing

advancing the art of gardening by the study and practice of the

The RURBAN strategy could exist also within dense urban

To overcome the current crisis, we must try, as French

a network of new types of relations”. He further underlines the

Askese.”6 Through such collective practices, we can build a more

contexts, in which the rural is internalised and disseminated

philosopher A. Gorz says, “to produce what we consume and

need for “social struggles which open spaces of autonomy” to

relational and caring human context.

through specific practices, economies and lifestyles (ie. urban

consume what we produce”.2

allow “the creation of new types of social relations, new ways

agriculture, exchange systems, self-build, waste-recycling, etc.)

difficulty of changing an economic and social model of society

to produce, to associate, to work and consume which are the
RURBAN is also a political project, which proposes new

It is perhaps for the first time in history that our society

based on increased global consumption. How to construct

This strategy is built upon coordinated actions at different

political agencies, social assemblages and collective subjectivities

develops global awareness and calls for the necessity of collective

a socially oriented economy, which does not depend on the

scales and complementarities between four areas of activity:

connecting the everyday life to larger scales.

action to face the challenges of the future: global warming,

global market? How to initiate resilient practices and sustain

depletion of fossil fuels and other natural resources, economic

ecological lifestyles while acting locally? How to reactivate

• residential (cooperative and ecological housing)

recession, population growth, housing and employment

cultures of collaboration and sharing in a world that promotes

• economy, (social and local economy)

crisis, consequential increase of social divide and geo-political

individualism and segregation?

• agriculture (organic urban agriculture)
• culture (local cultural production and

conflicts, etc.

trans-local dissemination)
The Earth’s population currently consumes two and a half

Urban cross Rural

planets. This consumption is mainly located in the urban and

4

precondition of any political transformation”.

5

Trans-Local

10
11

The arrangement of mobile and non-contradictory

12

heterogeneities should allow the emergence of rhizome-like
dynamics, which “unlike trees or their roots, connect any

The new technologies of communication and transportation

point with another point and features which do not necessarily

decision and action, the re-assemblage is a collective act based

have completely changed the scale of our actions. They have

refer to features of the same nature”.9 This heterogeneity will

on the conviction of each participant. The RURBAN strategy

contributed, with other structural factors (political, economic,

allow for new patterns of collective production and use. The

relies on “off-market” elements that can potentially leave

legal) to the widespread effects of globalisation: destruction

French philosopher J. Rancière stresses the importance of

the system (ie. interstitial spaces, community associations,

of local economies, cultural homogenisation, ecological

creating political space for the reinvention of a new subject:

Such a political project starts with what Deleuze and Guattari

marginalised or emerging practices, etc..) and can be integrated

imbalances, and the financially conditioned economy. The

“the true participation is the invention of the unpredictable

called a process of deterritorialisation that implies a step by

in new agencies and collective processes of re-assemblage

notion of local itself can no longer be separated and considered

subject who now occupies the street, this movement born of

step dis-learning of all rules and habits that kept us blocked in

(economic, temporal, social, ecological).

in isolation from the notion of global. However, the landscape

nothing but of democracy itself. The guarantee of democratic

designer and gardener, G. Clement thinks that “we are going

permanence (...), is the renewal of actors and forms of their

3

The flows, networks and loops of production / consumption

a model of society and lifestyle that conducted to ecological

suburban areas of the developed countries. There is an urgent

The RURBAN strategy proposed by atelier d’architecture

are formed across these areas, closing cycles of need and

catastrophe. To slowly escape from the generalised footprint

This re-assemblage can produce a new type of context based

to move (...) towards “a dis-globalisation” phenomena, that is to

actions, the possibility always open for the emergence of this

need for efficient new models of ecological living and urban

autogérée , draws on local dynamics between the urban

supply as locally as possible, but also in as many and as

of the neo-liberal economy, which has excluded all other forms

on what we call, with a terminology borrowed from our urban

say, the consumption and localised production of goods. This

ecliptic subject”.10

retrofitting. While governments and organisations seem to

and the rural and explores alternatives to the current models

diversified ways as possible.

of material and symbolic exchange, we must dismantle one by

practices, a “gardening agency6. The emergence of a new social

type of economy won’t exclude the global scale, but it will be

take too long to agree and act, initiatives could start at local

of living, producing and consuming in cities and suburbs.

one our ties to the market system and go out of the system to

context implies the emergence of another political space and

organised at local level”7. The anthropologist A. Appadurai,

The permanence of dynamics and exchanges produces a long-

scale. They should draw on the active involvement of the citizen

When applied within suburban conditions, RURBAN deals

The strategy starts by identifying micro-local practices

make possible the change. We must to undo, to dis-assemble

new politics of neighborhood expressed through informal

proposes to re-understand the dialectic between these two

standing political condition, a state of democratic awakening

in creating solidarity networks, closing local loops between

with the collapse of the modern urban ideals (monotonous

and interstitial spaces that could be immediately connected

— des-agencer, as Deleuze and Guattari might say — and

meetings and multiple temporalities related to seasonal staple

notions: “there is the dimension of globalisation as an outside,

and the appearance of a “synaptic subject”11 continuously

production and consumption, operating changes in lifestyles,

urban fabric, obsolete tower blocks, empty supermarkets, real

and activated (ie. local know-how and ecological practices,

lean out of the neo-liberal logic in order to re-assemble new

and structural fluidity. In other words, RURBAN is a world

remote, fast-moving, abstract and scary process, and there is the

reinvented and enriched by the cyclical interactions with others.

acting ecologically at the level of everyday life etc.

estate bankruptcy, segregation, social and economic exclusion,

active individuals and organisations, underused spaces

ethical, environmental and long term ecological agencies. The

built from the outset on a dynamic and continuous exchange

experience of globalisation as a vehicle for the expansion of local

This is perhaps the first condition of RURBAN.

1
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Synaptic Subject

If such a dis-assemblage may be conditioned by individual

Re-Assembling
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atelier d’architecture autogérée
(aaa) is a collective practice based
in Paris including architects,
artists, urban planners, landscape
designers, sociologists, students
and residents. Together
we conduct research into
participatory urban actions.
This practice allows for the reappropriation and reinvention of
collective space in the city through
everyday life activities (gardening,
cooking, DIY making, recycling,
debating etc.). The aim is to create
a network of self-managed places
by encouraging residents to gain
access to their neighbourhood
and to appropriate and transform
temporary available and underused spaces. It is an approach
that valorises a flexible and
reversible use of space, and aims
to preserve urban “biodiversity”
by providing for a wide range of
life styles and living practices to
coexist. The starting point was
the realisation of a temporary
garden, made out of recycled
materials on a derelict site located
in La Chapelle area in the North
of Paris. This garden, called
ECObox, has been progressively
extended into a platform for
urban creativity, curated by
the aaa members, residents and
external collaborators, catalysing
activities at the level of the whole
neighbourhood. The platform
has moved three times until
now in the area, taking different
forms in different locations and
involving new users. aaa has
initiated also the ECOinterstice at
56 Rue St, Blaise which consists
of the transformation of a former
passageway in a cultural and
ecological space managed by
residents of the area. The interstice
includes a green roofed office
powered by solar panels, compost
toilets, rainwater collection,
cultivation plots, seed catchers and
a wild birds’ corridor. aaa’s recent
project ECOroof at Le Cent in
Paris proposes the participative
transformation of a terrace roof
into a productive roof, involving
water collection, food growing
and energy production together
with social and cultural spaces for
artists and cultural workers.
André Gorz, in Manifeste Utopia,
2008, Parangon edition, p.13
Gilles Deleuze, Felix Guattari,
Capitalisme et schizophrénie 2,
Mille Plateaux, 1980, Les Éditions
de Minuit, p 17 e.s.
André Gorz, Adieux au
proletariat. Au delà du socialisme,
1980, Galilée edition, p. 88
ibid, p. 165
Constantin Petcou, Doina
Petrescu, “Acting space”, in
Urban Act, aaa/PEPRAV edition,
2007, p. 323
Ivan Illich, La perte des sens,
Fayard edition, 2004, p.7 Illich’s
term Askese alludes the Greek:
áskēsis, meaning “exercise” or
“training” .
Gilles Clément, Toujours la vie
invente. Réflexions d’un écologiste
humaniste, L’Aube edition,
2008, p. 47
Gilles Clément, Toujours la vie
invente. Réflexions d’un écologiste
humaniste, L’Aube edition,
2008, p. 47
G. Deleuze, F.Guattari, o.c. p.31
Jacques Rancière, Aux bords du
politique, La fabrique edition,
1998, p.82
cf. Constantin Petcou et Doina
Petrescu, “Acting space”, in Urban
Act, aaa/PEPRAV edition, 2007,
p.324 The synapsis (in Greek syn
= together; haptein = touching; so
“connexion”) is the pairing of two
homologous chromosomes that
occurs during the cellular division.
It converses a potential action into
a signal. (wikipedia.org)

Images
1/2
3

Ecobox (aaa, 2002/2009)
Relations and processes generated
by the spatial configurations and
mobile devices of ECObox
(2002-2005)
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A Born Again
Pastoralist

“Some Thoughts
on Remote Learning”

Cathal O’Searcaigh

— Tim Stott

—

Bryonie Reid is a researcher and writer with

Christiana Z. Peppard studies the ascription of value to

an undergraduate degree in fine art, a postgraduate degree

fresh water. Initially formed by the arid landscapes of central

in cultural memory and a PhD entitled “Labouring Towards

California and the plains of Colorado, she is now a doctoral

the Space to Belong: Imagining Place in Northern Ireland”.

candidate in the Department of Religious Studies at Yale

She practises as a cultural geographer with special interest

University and Scholar in Residence at the Cathedral of

in the representation of place in visual art and has published

St. John the Divine in New York City, where she lives with

in national and international cultural geography journals,

her spouse and 2-year-old daughter.

CIRCA and other art publications.

Cathal O’Searcaigh is a writer & poet.

—
—

—

RURAL is two consonants from urban.
Although I come from a relatively urbanised and industrialised

I’m writing this on a Sunday evening as a soft velvety dusk

part of Ireland, during summers spent barefoot in Donegal

hugs the hills. I’m more in tune with this lovely twilight of

I developed a romantic and asocial attachment to the island’s

blackbird, lark and cuckoo than I am with the cacophony of
Notes
1

2

3
4

5

Mhairi Sutherland is a visual artist based in the
North West of Ireland. Currently undertaking
a PhD at the Dublin Institute of Technology,
she also attends the Graduate School of Arts and
Media (Gradcam) Dublin. Research interests and
artistic concerns explore questions of visibility and
invisibility within the landscape, particularly in
relation to forms of military intervention, through
photography, drawing and site-specific practices.
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DIT Newsroom, “Islanders graduate from unique DIT Art and Culture
Course”, 2004 www.dit.ie/news/archive2004/islandersgraduateditartand
cultureprogramme [accessed 13 August 2009]
Jacques Rancière, The Ignorant Schoolmaster: Five Lessons in Intellectual
Emancipation, trans. by Kristin Ross, (Stanford: Stanford University Press,
1991), p. 138. On “unfinished cosmopolitanism”, see Thomas S. Popkewitz,
Ulf Olsson, and Kenneth Petersson, “The Learning Society, the Unfinished
Cosmopolitan, and Governing Education, Public Health, and Crime
Prevention at the Beginning of the Twenty-First Century”, Educational
Philosophy and Theory, 38 (2006), 431-449.
Jacques Derrida, “The Principle of Reason: The University in the
Eyes of its Pupils”, Diacritics, 13 (1983), 3-20, p. 19.
Brian Norton, “Where We Now Stand — an Educational Context”,
BAVA Sherkin Island catalogue, (Skibbereen: West Cork Arts Centre, 2009)
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European Commission, “Modernising Education and Training:
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In this rural amplitude I give my soul to my senses.

Circulation was once a revolutionary concept. Now it is

and culture, and that critical awareness of the rural admits of

everywhere, the sedulous language of economic exchange.

complexity, fluidity and connectedness as well as homogeneity,

Liquid assets amble erratically, centrifugally, centripetally.

stasis and peripherality. I live now in Leitrim, and abstract

Fetishised things drift towards the buyer. Will this center hold?

academic approaches to the rural bow before the need

Drawing water from the well a wee while ago I watched
the sun creep across the hills.

to establish societal connections to landscape and gain lived

Consider Heisenberg’s parable: for any moving body,

understandings of what this rural might mean.

location and velocity forever reel in unconsummated tryst.
It might look like this:

Like returning cows I heard the brown bogs low contentedly
in the declining light. Being of these hills I want nothing more

California farmers’ fields, Irrigated for a century, soddenly

than to hold this landscape in my arms, stroke its ruddy cheeks

taunted aridity — but now refuse hydration,

of heather, smell the gorse in its hair, kiss its evening eyes.

receive remuneration, thereby quench the city.

I like to think of myself as a citizen of the green constituency

It is slippery security, this relentless equivocation of thirst.

of the wild.
Whatever about the ruling government in Dublin I have my
very own thrilling assembly in the garden; my Dail of warblers,
my Senate of grasshoppers, whose governance is clear and lucid;

Marcus Thrush Aurelius, my emperor of dawn and dusk,
holds sway in the hedgerow, delighting me with his
well-tuned truths. Here everything is ratified by song.
Now, earth and sky merge and blend. Soon, I will hear
the stars chirping like crickets in the leafields of the sky.
A millennium ago a Chinese poet remarked, “a thousand years
may be beyond me but I can turn this moment into an eternity.”
Like myself that poet was rural and rustic. No doubt about it
I’m a born again Pastoralist and proud of it.

1

Look at that Fuchsia!
“You’re the talk of the Garden.

1  Mhairi Sutherland ‘Limits of visibility 1 (latitude)’
2  Mhairi Sutherland Limits of visibility 2 (longitude)

— that rigid bishop with the crozier.”

performer and audience of knowledge are equally displaced,

to make one against development, against education even, and

Visual Arts (BAVA) run by Dublin Institute of Technology

from inequality towards a future equality, it reinstates inequality

remote, and equally dependent upon the hospitality of a host.

for social exclusion and local obscurantism.7 This reductive

(DIT) has introduced me to significant problems and

at each of the pedagogical operations sanctioned by it. The

To what extent such a situation might undo the hierarchical

opposition is to be strongly resisted. As I have tried to indicate,

possibilities in remote learning and arts education in general,

supposition of equality is difficult to maintain, and I do

distribution of the capacity to teach and the capacity to learn,

remote learning suggests possible remoteness from the narrative

so I am glad to have the opportunity to address some of these

not presume to maintain it myself in all circumstances, if in

upon which the school has been organised for so long, I do

of cosmopolitan education, at least as it is currently oriented; but

briefly in what follows.

any. But the task of developing a pedagogical narrative that

not know. But as Derrida asks, have we even begun to think

this is not an argument for irrationalism with regards to art, as

departs from this supposition is, perhaps, made easier given

the peculiar mixture of hierarchy and anarchy that might

though it could not be taught, nor is it simply for the exclusion

The BAVA is a four-year modular honours degree programme

the peculiarities of arts education, especially when this latter

take hold there?

of ends-oriented reason from schooling in the arts. The former is

that has been developed on Sherkin Island, West Cork, over the

is facilitated by means of remote learning. This is the thought

past ten years, on the basis of a partnership between the School

I want to pursue.

3

simply the other side of what it opposes, whereas the latter tends
This would be another difficult task, certainly, but the

to reinstate all the historical privileges of those able to learn at

alternative is to continue with those practices through which

their leisure. It is, rather, on the one hand, to recognise other

Sherkin Island Development Society. The course grew out of

In the first sense, remote learning employs practices that,

we perform as though we can already imagine what we and

cosmopolitan cultural histories, which place areas such as West

the earlier Art & Culture Programme (2000-2003), which,

although for the most part they continue to imagine the

others know and need to know. The recent governmental

Cork centrally, but then, on the other hand, not to settle for a

according to Bernadette Burns, Course Co-ordinator for the

architecture of the virtual classroom as an expanded version

and institutional restructuring of LLL correlates with this

simple reversal of importance and to take this observation of

BAVA, responded to a desire among the islanders for a formal

of the non-virtual, with all of the latter’s hierarchies and

alternative. As stated by Professor Brian Norton, DIT President:

contingency in the stories we tell ourselves as an argument for

art course and some of the benefits that this would bring,

asymmetries intact, make use of media that are distributed

“The BA in Visual Art’s structure seeks, through its foundation

the daring and responsibility to place the highest worth upon

and provided an opportunity for DIT to develop a broadly

and non-hierarchical in structure. By mere force of habit,

in collaboration and through the strategic use of both

the supposition of equality as the point at which we begin to

applicable model of remote learning.1

our performance of arts education, tutors and students

live and virtual contact, to support and maintain the

learn. As arts professionals and lecturers, this might require us

both, remains bound to increasingly redundant projects and

emergence of a worthwhile learning community in the

to admit to ourselves those moments of improvised performance

It seems to me that “remote” has a double sense here, referring

directives, inherited from other pedagogical architectures,

context of lifelong learning”.4 The need for such a context

when we pretend to know what we do not know and to imagine

to non-direct learning achieved by technological means (virtual

if we are unable to imagine the possibilities of distributed

responds to a number of demands at national and EU level

what else these performances might do for all concerned besides

classrooms, email exchanges, pre-recorded lectures) and to

knowledge performance and to adapt our practices accordingly.

for the development of adult learning and acquisition of key

reinstate reputations and the proper distribution of knowledge,

direct learning in the remote environment of Sherkin Island.

Arts education also requires a great deal of relatively

competences to increase employability and mobility in the

and perhaps the more disappointing consequence of passing on

It does not indicate marginality. The modern dichotomy

unstructured conversation and negotiation, as peer and

labour market and to foster social inclusion.5 LLL is to

to students our numerous performance anxieties.

between a cosmopolitan urban centre and a para-modern

tutor-student relationships are sustained centrally and at

develop competitiveness in the global labour market by

rural periphery does not fit my experience of remote learning

length. For this reason, I have had to travel to Sherkin on a

developing a skilled, competent workforce adaptable to the

My experience of teaching on the BAVA has taught me that

through the BAVA, despite the persistent vitality of the rural

number of occasions to meet with students. I am welcomed

demands of the knowledge economy. Such a project is

focussed and disciplined as the students are, and although

imagined, in Ireland as elsewhere, as pastoral retreat. That

there, warmly, as a guest. I enter a classroom, remote in

well-established in Ireland, following the DES white paper

many if not all would understand themselves to be lifelong

this dichotomy is unfitting brings into dispute the demands

the second sense, that my status as lecturer does not place

on education, Learning for Life, of 2000, which gives some

learners, their reasons for learning are incompatible with the

of lifelong learning (LLL) as implemented according to the

automatically in my possession, or at least over which my

indication of the orientation of “worthwhile” in the

perpetual training of employable and enterprising individuals

directives of the EU and Irish Government, which conceive of

command is lessened, for possession is not simply territorial.

quote above.6

that has come to replace school discipline. Moreover,

LLL as a gift from the cosmopolitan centre to those otherwise

Professional protocol requires me to carry my status with me

left outside an expanding learning society. Such directives find

and to perform as the one supposed to know regardless of the

Post-Bologna convergence in education systems couples

redundancy of educational institutions as creditors, evaluators

support in a narrative of unfinished cosmopolitanism, which

changed situation.

the individual development of human capital through

and managers of this learning. One wonders whether or not

education with increased social inclusion. Leaving aside such

employees of the entrepreneurial university, in which I include

the positing of a subject constantly learning suggests the

arrived at rather than, following Rancière, “a point of departure,

Yet to do so is to overlook the possibility of equality between

contradictions, this coupling makes it very difficult to argue

myself, yet have ears to listen to what and how this subject

a supposition to be maintained in all circumstances”.2 The

guests, BAVA students included, in a situation in which

against the demands made of LLL in this context, as it seems

might know.

2

Images

You with your purple knickers in full view of the fern

problem with this narrative is that, however benign, beginning

recounts equality as a goal to be achieved, a destination to be

In this open space I have a freedom to look, listen and dream.

are shaped materially and imaginatively by politics, economics

a green supremacy of song.

My experience of teaching on the newly accredited BA in

of Art, Design & Printing at DIT, West Cork Arts Centre and

Infrastructure or its constant motions. (Water, roads, desire.)

apparently timeless rural west. I later realised that these landscapes

a city and its stammering orchestra of bass tuba traffic.

Tim Stott is Research Scholar at the Graduate
School of Creative Arts & Media, Dublin, and
lectures in contemporary art and visual culture at
the National College of Art & Design. In 2008-9,
he also lectured on the BA in Visual Arts run by
Dublin Institute of Technology.

Sometimes they share an underlife:

Joe O’Byrne is a writer and director for both theatre and film. Among his own plays to be produced are “En Suite”
(Abbey Theatre), “The Article” (Altes Schauspielhaus, Stuttgart). Theatre shows he has directed include “Frank Pig Says Hello”
by Patrick McCabe, and the adaptation of “The Woman Who Walked Into Doors” by Roddy Doyle. In film, he wrote the
screenplay of the John McGahern’s “Korea”, directed by Cathal Black and wrote and directed the feature film “Pete’s Meteor”.

Neutral

—

Jo Slade

Once there were potato fields, imposing their pattern: drills, headlands, ditches. Now there are rooves, gardens, waste bins, roads,

—

roundabouts, shopping centres. Imagined as the crow once flew, the crow, no lover of lawns, now banished. The tractor too.
The lava of development, of expansion, of hopeful growth, always on the move. But where is the centre? Where I sit and write this,

Jo Slade, poet & painter, lives and works in Limerick. She is the author of four books of poetry,

there are now concrete foundations, but I must dig down in time, in space to see the movement of the edge. To find the centre.

including a French / English collection, Certain Octobers, which was published in France &

For the centre must always be found again, that much is certain. And is it not always on the edge?

grant aided by the Centre du Livre, Paris France. Her fourth collection, City of Bridges,
was published by Salmon Poetry, Cliffs of Moher, Ireland in 2005. In 2003 she was nominated
for the Prix Evelyn Encelot Ecriture Prize, Paris. Her work has been translated into French,
Russian, Spanish, Romanian & Slovenian. She has been Writer-in-Residence for Limerick
County Council and in 2006 she was Writer-in-Residence, (Winter 2007) at the Centre
Culturel Irlandais, Paris. A chapbook, “The Artist’s Room” will be published May 2010,
by Pighog Press, Brighton UK. She has exhibited her paintings in Ireland & France.

Little John Nee is a writer and performer, based in Tuam,
Co. Galway. His shows include “The Derry Boat”, “Rural

—

Electric”, “The Mental” and “Dead Rooster Blues”. He is
currently writing a play based on the life of the 19th century

“Insignificancies acquire great importance.”

Irish clown Johnny Patterson for Barabbas Theatre Co.

Louise Bourgeois

—

—

I’m standing on the edge of a bog not far from Tuam, wearing

Out of a whiteness she came, her shadow melded to a form a vertical paleness in a winter storm.

a pork pie hat, a Hawaiian shirt, peg leg herring bone trousers,

She’ d grown from the light of a page, from the margins of something he’ d made.

and leopard skin brothel creepers; I stick out like a sore thumb

In her defence he drew a white line, a significance she could ease into.

and yet I belong. I come here regular to play ukulele for an
old piebald mare, she mostly ignores me as she picks stray hay

The painter construed a slight shade, a ghostface edged with a braid and coaxed her forward —

from the muddy floor of the sorry patch of tiny field where

he was curious. He gave her a name — made her rhyme.

she lives. Today I’ve come to interrogate the notion of “rural”
in one hundred words. O, if only I was allowed

Clara was indistinct, undefined. She was blinding, white from the outside in, pure as titanium.

a hundred and twenty five!

That night she was woken by screams, deep in his sleep she’ d followed his dream to the centre.
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djeribi, rural cinema.
djeribi, knockvicar.
djeribi, protest song.

“Follow me so!”

Unbuilding Ireland

— djeribi

— Frank McDonald

djeribi, born Paris, 1967, emigrated Dublin, 1990
and on to Leitrim, 2000, has been running
mermaid turbulence, a publishing project since
1993, her inclusive polymorphic practice also
includes writing, visual arts (artistsbooks, objects,
films, installations), food (sourdough bread,
pâtisseries, edible art performances) and farming
with her two children and Lukasz Jurgowiak, a
basket-maker. Work currently in progress: Protest
Song (public art), Local Hands (film), the rural
cinema project, the institute of life wonderful.

Frank McDonald is the Environment Editor of The Irish Times
and Writer in Residence with the Academy of Urbanism.
He has received a number of awards and published a number
of books, including, most recently, The Builders, jointly with
Kathy Sheridan, (Penguin Books, 2008).
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Development in Killenard,
Co. Laois; Photograph;
Cyril Byrne, Irish Times.
McMansion in Co. Cork;
Photograph; Paul Keogh.

God be with the days when

no housing had occurred was

sites, boarded-up houses and

Unless housing in rural areas

over the following years, with

the countryside. This is clearly

litter was a big problem in the

where you might have expected

unoccupied floors above the

was associated with the needs

the proportion of one-offs

nonsense, because you can find

Irish countryside, as a result

it — in the little village of

remaining shops. Based on

of the rural community,

rising from 36% of housing

them anywhere. And they’re no

of indiscriminate “fly-tipping”

Kilclonfert with its church and

official estimates, the housing

then “the energy needs and

output nationally in 2000 to

longer just bungalows; during

in ditches and hedgerows.

school”. Although nearly every

built in rural areas during

landscape, transportation

43% in 2003, when a new

the Celtic Tiger period, palatial

And while this anti-social

county development plan had

2000 alone consumed 2,700

and environmental impacts

record of 68,819 new homes

two-storey houses — dubbed

phenomenon has not been

“pious policies” restricting rural

hectares (6,480 acres) of

of dispersed settlement

were built. In rural counties,

“McMansions” by Tony Lowes,

entirely eliminated, rural

housing to farmers’ children

agricultural land and resulted

patterns render these

of course, the proportion

founder of Friends of the Irish

Ireland is now debased by the

or others with a need to live

in the loss of an estimated

contrary to the principles of

of one-offs would be much

Environment — became all

structural litter of houses built

in rural areas, MacCabe said

540 kilometres (337 miles) of

sustainable development”. The

higher, accounting for 65%

the rage, many with five or

everywhere — particularly

was “as plain as a pikestaff that

natural hedgerows to create

Government’s Sustainable

of all housing in Mayo, 68%

six bedrooms and as many

during the economic boom.

the amount of rural housing

new roadside boundaries and

Development Strategy,

in Wexford and some 70% in

bathrooms.

built bears no relationship

better sightlines for motorists.

formulated in 1997, also

Galway. And on average,

In 2001, Fergal MacCabe, a

to that policy”. What was

It also added 18,000 septic

flagged the negative impact

85% of all planning

Intimidation driven by

former president of the Irish

happening, he suggested, was

tanks to the national total,

on the fabric of towns

applications for one-off houses

greed also became rife in the

Planning Institute, warned that

that planning authorities were

estimated at around half-a-

and villages of permitting

are granted and only a tiny

struggle over the future of

rural housing was “spiralling

turning a blind eye. Everybody

million. This raised fears for

unlimited development in

minority — less than 2% —

the countryside. According

2

I live in Annaghmaconway, a townland in south Leitrim

good at maths, the form of intelligence that is valued in the

(population 17), in the parish of Cloone (population 327).

French school system. I was going places, I lived in a privileged

Where I built a house of straw-bales and timber with my then

neighbourhood, the director of my Lycée had stood before my

out of control”. Penning an

knows that the permission

the protection of groundwater

the countryside — and this

are appealed by An Taisce. Yet

to An Taisce, people in rural

partner, and where I remained to farm 4.8 acres of rather

class and called us “the future élite of the nation”.

article in the institute’s journal,

granted to the local will be

sources, especially in more

point was taken up by the

the Irish Rural Dwellers

areas who raised their heads

Pleanáil, entitled “How We

sold on to a non-local and

vulnerable areas where the

Department’s paper, which

Association continued to

above the parapet risked being

3

demanding soil, is home, as it is home to an assortment of
creatures, minuscule and large, of whom I often have little

Although he had made it into the most prestigious French

Wrecked Rural Ireland”, he

nobody objects because they

development pressures are

warned that small villages were

champion the “right to build”,

intimidated by landowners,

knowledge but endeavour not to harm. Some I have given life

engineering school, my father and his vowels came from a rural

wrote: “Go up any rural road

might want to do it themselves

also strongest.

being turned into “doughnuts”.

lobbying councillors to adopt

developers and their agents,

to, some I have brought or lured here and are now under my

nowhere, the Franche Comté, a beautiful region that borders

and you will find nests of

next week”.

Though their physical form

an even more liberal approach

including county councillors.

care (today’s live register : 36, including humans). As I am

Switzerland on the east. We spent a few Christmases and some

bungalows all over the place.

“This issue is one of the more

might remain intact, figures

and drop the remaining

closer to myself with this life, this narrow strip of land that I so

time every summer in Arc et Senans, a long amalgamation

It is now out of hand and

MacCabe felt compelled to

pressing ones relating to

showed that the 448 villages

controls “imported” from

Nobody would argue with

gratefully own is the centre of my world, the place I do not wish

of two villages (population 1364). In my grandmother’s back

many planning authorities,

speak out after the revelation,

dispersed rural settlement,

with less than 1,000 in

Britain that were — according

the right of farmers to provide

to ever depart from for more than a couple of weeks at a time,

garden I ate gooseberries, blackberries, raspberries, mirabelles,

it seems to me, have thrown

in April 2001, that 36% of

particularly as it affects one

population had lost out because

to its founder, Jim Connolly —

sites for sons and daughters

the place where I buried my mother’s ashes and where I may in

hazelnuts, she served lettuce, soups, some chervil on top.

in the towel”.

the total output of new homes

of the basic requirements of

of the concentration of new

“anathema to the Irish psyche

taking over the family farm,

turn be buried. This is the soil that teaches me the work to be

Although we did not particularly get on — she had been a

consisted of one-off houses

life — the availability of clean

residential development in

and the Irish way of life”. In his

but as the Irish Times said in

done, which I have chosen as my work.

schoolmistress and had returned our childhood letters corrected

Donegal and Kerry were

in the countryside. And

water”, the Department’s paper

their hinterland over the

view of the world, an “elitist

an editorial, “most of what is

in red biro — I got a lot from her, not least strong hoarding

“beyond redemption” while

since output at the time was

said. Indeed, the pollution of

previous 15 to 20 years.

establishment” was “conspiring

built, including increasingly

There is also the work I made up: hoarding discarded junk

genes. She loved country life but she was no peasant, she may

Kildare was “heading that way”

running at 50,000 annually,

watercourses by leachate from

to thwart people’s rights and

ostentatious mansions, has

until I invent another life for it, making objects, books, bread,

not have understood my farming plans.

— and Meath too, he might

what this meant was that

choices ... to build a home, to

nothing to do with meeting

have added. At local level, not

18,000 new homes were being

sell a site or otherwise develop

genuine rural housing needs.

their property”.

Neither have the holiday

building a world for my children to grow up in. The low density
of people around means that it is easier for one’s world view

I mapped it out for myself as we called up to a neighbour of hers

only were planning permissions

shovelled into the countryside

to flourish without being in constant obvious clash with other

who had a lovely flower garden. (Was this Madame Roussel,

freely available, but some

every year — equivalent in

human beings”. We try to follow the cues of nature that we

made famous in the family through her delicious apple-cake

county councillors “regard it

straightforward numerical

But the IRDA pledged that

Donegal, Galway and Kerry,

are able to decipher: we feel tolerated and even often helped

recipe, regrettably lost since ?) A sunny day, the table was set

as their aggressive duty to see

terms to six times the annual

people would not be “herded

to name but three.” And many

in return.

outside, we had something to drink, a slice of cake, and I asked

that as many one-off houses

output of one-offs in the whole

like animals into towns and

of the houses built in recent

the name of the plants I liked. Most men of that generation

as possible are provided in the

of Britain, a much larger island

villages.” Sadly, politicians

years, often with the benefit of

Our neighbours welcomed us warmly because we were new

had died in the war, this was a feminine world of freedom. I

countryside, regardless of any

with a population of more

both locally and nationally

tax incentives, are eerily empty

people where so many had left or died; they quickly gave us

plotted my own future freedom, my rural idyll with myself, the

born in wealthy families. When I was 17 my parents finally

planned was picture-book material, the poultry, the kitchen

longer-term consequences”.

60 million.

paid attention to this type of

now; according to the 2006

their approval because we seemed to work hard. We entertain

important things in life, growing things, sharing cake and tea,

divorced, we escaped, mother and children piling up into a

garden, sitting with the goats, Heidi-style, on green grassy

drivel. Instead of holding the

Census, nearly 30 percent of

them with our alien ways, and the fact that we seem to survive

and the ongoing conversation.

tiny flat in Paris, closer to life, to the centre of all cultural

hills. Rural work had meanwhile been “modernised”: the

line against suburban sprawl

houses in Co. Leitrim were

activities. With a student card, until 23, I made the most of

cheap-oil bleep had been used by suit-wearing graduates to

in rural areas, many of them

vacant. No wonder Athlone-

My mother came from a distant nowhere, a sea-front village

it, free access to cultural stimuli and very cheap dinners in

reinvent farming, bluntly divorcing it from the common sense

actively encouraged it — not

born architect Alan Mee

in south Tunisia carbuncled by the discovery of oil in the bay.

university canteens. You can do it all, but you have just the one

of the land, so my idea seemed outdated and naïve. Stubbornly

least because farmers wanted

now talks about the need to

My very first home was a rented Parisian flat twelve or thirteen

Uprooted at the age of twenty in troubled times, the world she

body, so the feeling that you are constantly missing something

sticking to my vision got us to the other side, we produce a lot

to make money from the sale

“unbuild” Ireland, to undo

floors above street level, the Parc Montsouris with its hills, lakes

left disappeared, her youth was suddenly blanked out, she had

pervades. I built a lot in my head there, I am still digesting what

of our food here, including meat and cheese. Today kitchen and

of half-acre sites along the road

some of the damage we have

and collection of water-birds was my back garden. My earliest

no memories to share with us. My maternal grandmother was

I bulimically ingested. When I holiday in cities now, I extract

community gardens are springing up everywhere.

frontages of their properties.

done to our landscapes —

memory is of the Autumn, fallen leaves underfoot in a city park,

all we needed to imagine the past, the excessive love, the cult of

every drop of stimulation from the visit, but once home, I have

And when whole farms came

both urban and rural. “The

some unthreatening organised nature. At 20 I au-paired in a

food, the trust in literature. Tunisia barely existed as a real place

the space and time to do my own work.

up for sale, nearly every

only way we can establish

street bordering the Luxembourg gardens, I could kick more

until I went there at the age of 32, my mother’s only return

advertisement would highlight

a real value for any plot in

leaves, hang out with friends and feel that I belonged in a Jean-

visit after 42 years. Tunisia was a French protectorate, French

That I would leave Paris to live in the depth of south Leitrim,

unavoidability of the desire to make stuff. The work of the

such non-agricultural features

the country is to assess them

Luc Godard film. This would not suffice forever, in the country

was one of the languages my mother spoke, the language of the

past the initial amazement, made my neighbours proud.

Facteur Cheval for instance is a useful blueprint to try on for

as an “extensive road frontage”

under five criteria — location,

I write my own life script.

ruling classes and of school. Paris was the capital from the start

The truth is a little different, or is it? Before choosing Ireland

size: I can use the parcel of land I own as a site for interventions,

and/or easy access to national

use, density, performance and

but when she arrived there she was an immigrant.

I harboured vague plans to move out of Paris, I planned to take

without having to wait for a public art commission. This also

primary routes among their

quality. That applies to houses

the TGV to Nantes, I walked around Vendôme for a couple

allows me a fruitful conversation with my neighbour about

selling points. Or even, more

on a hill in Co. Mayo as much

bluntly, “building potential”.

as empty apartment blocks

Was it for this that Michael

in Sandyford. We need to go

Davitt fought? Surely not.

around erasing houses in the

happily our rather radical choices blow in a welcome wind of
freedom for those who need it.

As a child I made things, I knew I was going to write, and,

The model of art practice often labelled as Outsider Art strikes
me as one with a closer relationship to daily life, born of the

owing perhaps to my Berber ancestry, I felt that I should

Fashionably for the 1970s, we moved to the suburbs of Paris.

of days. I would have been at home in the Franche Comté.

his fondness for hubcaps and registration plates. That I take

be a farmer. I could always see myself as an old woman in

Upwardly mobile, we settled in a dormitory affluent little town

Moving to Dublin in 1990 was like moving to a village before

myself and my practice more seriously — that I call it art, that

the country.

newly absorbed into suburbia, closer to my father’s office.

I followed my nose.

I am able to dress it with conceptual intent and follow through
— does not stop me from being in a shared world with him,

My father shouted at home, spoke to no one and spent his idle
Before I even envisaged having children I knew I would

time in the nearby wood jogging or hunting mushrooms. My

When I lived in cities I could not accept that my mood would

hierarchisation I declare not valid. His interest in what I do is

like looking after things, plants, animals, and eating green

mother shrivelled miserably in the stifling homogenous life of

be duller on grey days, I am more humble now. I even resent

precious, as an artist I still have to strive to be a good neighbour.

stuff and fruit. I soon realised, however, that it was unwise

our newly-built apartment complex where spacious rooms with

when I am not able to allow the rhythm of my life to fully

And with low subsistence costs I mostly play the real world on

to publicise farming as a choice of future career: it seemed

large windows offered little retreat from the spectacle of other

espouse the changing ratio of daylight to darkness along the

my own terms.

to display a total lack of ambition. I almost dismissed it as a

people’s perfectly manicured households. We never belonged

year. Because all work here is self-designed and there is no

childish conceit myself. Like everybody else in my family I was

but my brother and I learned a lot from the study of children

school, we do quite well in this regard. The farming that I had

1
In his home county of Offaly,

At the same time, a planning

MacCabe noted that the once-

paper published by the

unspoiled 13-mile route from

Department in August 2001,

Tullamore to Croghan Hill

in the context of preparing

was now lined with “uniformly

the National Spatial Strategy,

awful” bungalows while the

conceded that virtually all of

sites in between them were

Ireland’s small villages were

“festooned with notices”

suffering significant population

seeking permission to build

decline as the countryside

more. “The few farmhouses

around them is suburbanised,

I remembered were now

a trend it described as

abandoned and decayed and,

“worrying”. Anyone travelling

ironically, the only unspoilt

around the country can see

part of the whole route where

this for themselves — derelict

homes dotted all over counties

2
septic tanks and agricultural

After all, as the paper

land was the main reason

noted, rural housing is

why Galway’s water supply

predominantly car-dependent,

was contaminated in 2007 by

with consequential increases

cryptosporidium; the city’s

in greenhouse gas emissions,

residents and businesses had

as well as generating more

to rely on emergency supplies

pressure on rural roads and

from municipal water tankers,

more demand for parking in

doing untold damage to the

towns; its transport impact

local tourism industry.

was, therefore, “a significant
and long-term issue”. Indeed,

The Department of the

the most dangerous roads in

Environment’s 2001 paper

Ireland today are minor county

branded urban-generated

roads peppered with houses

rural housing as ”generally

built by people who thought

unsustainable” because of

a “rural envronment” would

the energy it consumes, the

be safer for their kids; with no

traffic it generates and the

footpaths for protection, any

pressure it puts on water

parent wheeling a baby-buggy

supplies. That’s why it said

along these narrow roads

there “must be a presumption

would be risking life and limb.

against” such housing in rural
areas for a variety of reasons,

But the trend which the

including “the need to preserve

Department’s planners found

outstanding landscapes”.

so worrying in 2001 intensified

countryside and add more in
However, despite all the

the villages, do it optimistically

evidence of an indulgent

and appropriately, and just get

planning regime, the

on with it.” Ireland’s exhibition

impression was put about that

at the 2006 Venice Biennale,

there was some sort of “ban”

From Sub-Urban to Super-

on building one-off houses in

Rural, also took a radical look
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Arpilleras — Tapestries
of Resistance
— Roberta Bacic

Roberta Bacic is a Chilean researcher in
human rights and curator of Arpilleras and Quilts’
exhibitions, currently living in Northern Ireland.
at where we are going to live in

“The sprawl surrounding

the coming decades. Curated

Ireland’s urban centres is

by FKL Architects, it looked

driven by an obsession with

ahead over the next 25 years at

the car and an innate desire

“On their most basic level, these works simply bear witness to the

“our national pre-occupation

to live on the land. A mono-

fact of war ... the lives and motives of the artists are diverse but

Catholic Church. In dark basements and other secret meeting

with living on the land beyond

functional organism, sub-

war textiles offer the chance to share their stories with others.”

rooms in churches, non-government organisations (NGOs)

the city’s hold” and put

urban sprawl has become a

— Zeitlin Cooke et al. page 6

and other safe places, mothers, wives, lovers, friends, daughters

forward notions such as seaside

universal solution to housing

holiday villages that would

throughout the island.

Arpilleras (pronounced “ar-pee-air-ahs”) are three-dimensional

their common tales of torture, of pain and love, and save them

only be visible when occupied,

Accepting our current reality

appliquéd textiles of Latin America. Arpilleras are in the

from oblivion. Part of the church and a network of supporters

floating cities complete with

of road-based infrastructure

tradition of an old regional pictorial appliqué technique from

smuggled arpilleras out of Chile and so the world — and the

shopping and leisure amenities

and the widespread desire to

Isla Negra on the coast of Chile, whereby rags were used to

ones who listened — came to know more about the oppressive,

and a high-speed railway lines

live in low-density housing,

create figures which were then embroidered on large pieces

unjust and bloody life under the dictatorship. Supporters outside

that would halve commuting

the challenge facing Ireland

of cloth. Initially hessian or burlap, arpilleras in Spanish,

of Chile sold and bought the arpilleras as a way to help the

time across the country.

is how to evolve new living

was used as backing, and this word became the name of the

women and their families in their struggle for survival. In the

conditions that are an inversion

work, now considered to be a contemporary craft. After the

arpilleras are elements such as photos, names of the missing

Shane O’Toole, Ireland’s

of the fundamentally negative

military coup in 1973, which launched the Pinochet regime,

and words and phrases such as “¿Dónde están?” (Where are

commissioner for the 2006

paradigm of less-than-urban

the women participants of the Association of Relatives of the

they?). No one seemed to recognise the power arpilleras could

Biennale, wrote that “more

to an essentially positive one

Disappeared began to make arpilleras. They used scraps of

have in showing and denouncing what was really happening,

and more people are feeling

of more-than-rural.” Lysaght

materials from their own clothes or collected and donated by

which was otherwise denied by the government, as sewing is

increasingly stretched as they

maintained that Ireland needed

the churches. Sometimes the women even used the clothes of

mostly seen as inconsequential “women’s work”. As Ariel Zeitlin

attempt to juggle the demands

to find a way forward between

their disappeared loved ones. The handiwork tells their stories

quotes in Weavings of War (page 11): “War textiles are largely

of workplace and home and

the entrenched positions of

and was also a source of much needed income. Chilean women

disregarded by modern military authorities because of their

seek a balance between their

“build nothing anywhere”

standard of living and their

or “build whatever you like

quality of life. FKL’s exhibition

wherever you like”. The only

poses serious challenges for

way of building sustainably, he

Ireland’s policy makers and

said, was to make every house

highlights the vital importance

self-sufficient, with zero carbon

of extending our national

dioxide emissions. The basic

planning horizon from the

problem, as FKL’s Michelle

lifetime of a single government

Fagan saw it, is that Irish

to 25 or 50 years from now. If

people “don’t like communal

we don’t do it, and do it now,

living — the bigger the

we will squander the benefits

distance between you and your

of the Celtic Tiger era and fail

neighbour the better. But we’re

our children and grandchildren

much more spatially aware

miserably.” Paul Kelly, of

now and people building

FKL Architects, who had the

houses are interested in design

task of co-ordinating eight

— they’ve changed from

other practices in presenting

flock wallpaper and corduroy

Ireland’s entry, rejected any

couches to Habitat.”

and sisters began to design and sew together in order to tell

But the vision of a countryside

a rail bridge linking Rosslare

“bright with cosy homesteads”,

with Fishguard were flights of

in Eamon deValera’s old phrase,

fancy — though they clearly

has long had a resonance in

are. As one observer said of the

Ireland. Of course, Dev could

architects involved in From

never have imagined that so

Sub-Urban to Super-Rural,

many would be mansions or

“they made up their version

holiday homes built by the

of what the problem was, and

(formerly) new rich. Now, the

then imposed their Utopian

recession will give us time to

models on it”. However, they

reflect on whether we really

did take note of the fact that

want such a lax planning

our landscapes have been

regime in rural areas, turning

devoured by houses that

Ireland into a land where towns

had “more toilets than people

never end and countryside

in them”, as FKL partner

never begins.

2

3

feminine connotations and can therefore be a relatively safe

an ex policewoman from Northern Ireland said: “If I had

and rural communities of Chile and Peru, the women who

forum for dangerous or provocative ideas“. The images of the

lived in Chile at the time this happened, I would have been

made them may have only a hazy idea of the wider world. They

arpilleras remind us of naïve and primitive art and like other

in this police car”.

have no idea of how the arpilleras will be received yet they send

primitive art they challenge the conventions and perspectives of
the viewer. So viewers may have to adjust their assumptions. By

“While making my arpilleras I forget all my grudges because when

“Though the stitches of these cuadros speak of scars, and the scraps

them out hopefully. Sometimes a maker sewed a little pocket on

evoke torn lives of women ..., the arpilleristas’ artistry and

the back telling a little about themselves and inviting comments

artfulness in putting these scraps together also suggest their

I get to putting in the sun and the flowers, it’s like I myself am

back — blogging without a computer! They are such direct

creative efforts to reconstruct their lives.”

meanings. These meanings are universal even though produced

living in the scene of full color. I own the world! I make the sky

expressions of the maker that people have been able to connect

— González, 2005: 70

out of a very local reality. It has been a profound experience to

really blue and the streets full of trees, just the way I want it”.

to them and be inspired by them wherever they are shown.

bring these arpilleras to exhibitions in other parts of the world

— Agosín, 1996: 7

“Through scraps torn from remnants of clothing and discarded
“For the public hearings of the TRC (Truth Commission of Peru),

objects unvalued by the new consumerism, these women managed

very different backgrounds. Some women have been so touched,

The quote from the arpillerista captures perfectly her sense of

Kuyanakuy made a gigantic ten-by-ten-foot cuadro (arpillera)

to express forbidden scenes; torture, clandestine prisons, and

moved and motivated that they have made their own arpilleras or

what she is doing and her perspective. She is describing her

with a narrative spanning three historical periods: the peaceful,

hunger in the townships. For the arpilleristas, the political events

quilts, which express their personal and socio-political situations.

reality and her hopes. In this example the outside world is

joyful life in the Andes and now lost to political violence; the

of the country and their daily lives became inseparable”.

not shown, as if it doesn’t exist. In others it intrudes into the

mayhem of the civil war; and the women’s present lives in Lima

— Agosín, 2008: 54

arpillerista’s world but clearly as an external and unwelcome

as internal refugees still coping with the death and disappearance

past but not a total immersion in that past.”

disturbance and interference. The arpillerista brings the

of loved ones nearly twenty years later”.

The women who made the arpilleras at first had no sense that

— Jelin, 2003: 72)

viewer into her world and we begin to see the world from her

— González, 2005: 74

they had any influence outside their own communities and

“This process involves the construction of a memory of the lived

sometimes even in their own communities. They joined groups

perspective. The centre becomes the periphery and its concerns
One of the most fascinating aspects of the arpilleras is the

an intrusion. The centre may have more power and can shape

The huge arpillera Ayer Hoy is the collective effort of a group

for support at a time when the outside world had taken away

way they operate on many different levels. In many there is a

the discourse most of the time but for a moment through the

of displaced Quechua women who were forced to resettle in the

the core of their world — their rights and their loved ones. They

surface picture of lively and placid community life but closer

arpillera we see how marginal the concerns of the centre are to

slums of Lima. The women decided to take part in the hearings

began making the arpilleras as a means to express themselves

examination reveals the way the politics and the social order

people in their own communities.

of the Truth Commission that was set up by the government.

and as a way to make some money. Mutual support and self-

They didn’t want their testimony confined to the hearing.

expression were empowering experiences to help them again find

They felt that what had happened to them was not something

their core and strength. The arpilleristas continue to be a vocal

intrude. In this example the ground is made with the woolen
material of the trousers of the maker’s disappeared relative and

“To assert that memory involves “ labor” is to incorporate it into

the checked cotton material of the same man’s shirt has been

the activity that generates and transforms the social world”.

private, but of public concern in that it was a consequence of

expression of the challenges their communities face and the

used to make the street where the people are walking. They

— Jelin, 2003:5

the political reality of their country, so, they used their arpillera

failures of governments and others to meet those challenges. For

to speak for them. The photo shows them displaying the

them daily life and political participation are a whole and they

take scraps which are personally deeply meaningful for the
1

testimony of the life depicted in their handiwork.

accepting the maker’s frame of reference, a viewer can find new

and see how the messages in the craft work speak to people from

suggestion that ideas such as
“sinkable” holiday homes or

found refuge in the Vicariate of Solidarity organised by the

maker but at first glance insignificant. Reading a testimony

When the arpilleristas make the arpilleras in the shanty towns

arpillera in front of the Court building after the hearing.

question us — do we connect our daily life to political issues in our

or caption, however, transforms such scraps into a depiction

of Chile or Peru, they are not thinking of how they will be

These women who had lost their men and homeland and had

own community and around the world or do we just pass by on the

of reality to which the viewer can relate. In a recent workshop

received in the rest of the world. Created in the poorest suburbs

to start a new life from scratch, stood with dignity as living

other side of the road, ignoring the contribution we could make?

Gary Lysaght put it.

1
2
3
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The Hourglass Project —
A Woman’s Vision
— Two Perspectives

Patricia Hurl was born in Dublin. She has exhibited in Ireland, Spain, South Africa and the U.S.
Her work is interdisciplinary with a particular interest in collaborative practice. She is a member of
Visual Artists Ireland and Ground Up Artists Collective. She works and lives in Co. Tipperary.
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Bongi Bengu and Lynn Linnemeier working together on
Black Magic Woman I, 2001 Atlanta GA, USA
Bongi Bengu and Lynn Linnemeier, Black Magic Woman I, 2001
Bongi Bengu, Vukani, Silk-screen print, 1999
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Bongi Bengu was born in Eshowe, KwaZulu Natal, grew up in exile, in Geneva, Switzerland and
studied in High School in Switzerland and later Waterford Kamhlaba in Swaziland. She graduated
with a Bachelor of Arts degree Mount Vernon College, in Washington DC, and an Masters Degree in
Fine Arts from The University of Cape Town. She has since participated in numerous international
residencies and workshops.
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The Caversham Press was established by the artist and

still extremely poor and Aids was widespread. I will never forget

the years. However with the change that came about in 1994,

exhibitions that will ultimately expose their work to the

And next to Fanie Hamer, her words:” I’m sick and tired of

in Cape Town and Kizo Gallery in Durban, the exhibition

printmaker Malcolm Christian and his wife Ros in 1985.

the day I was brought to a local wealthy white farmer, ostensibly

the international fraternity has welcomed South Africa and has

broader market. Secondly, there is lack of collection and

being sick and tired”.

is now set to travel internationally.

Housed in an old Wesleyan Methodist Chapel it is situated in

to redirect lost mail. The place was barricaded like a fortress,

given South Africa an opportunity to set its own programme for

preservation — few art collectors focus on female artist’s

rural KwaZulu — Natal province, South Africa. The Press

guarded armed men with guns. We were directed in through

re-engagement in the international arena.

work and preserve them in places such as museums.

Reynoldstown Revitalisation Corporation sponsored our

The line-up of artists is as diverse as their work and the women,

offers artists the facilities of a professional printmaking studio

an electronic gate and drove about four miles to the enormous

Thirdly, there is lack of sponsorship that will enable the artists

collaborative project. Reynoldstown Revitalisation Corporation

from all corners of the country; each brings a unique dimension

for the production of limited edition artists’ books. In 1993

farmhouse. Apparently this farmer owned many hundreds of

As a practicing artist I have identified a dire need for the

to grow their craft.

is run by the neighborhood community but also employs the

to the exhibition. The exhibition will include works of the like

the Caversham Press Educational Trust was developed on a

acres of prime land.

generation of ideas and dialogue in the African continent and

neighbourhood residents and volunteers. It is concerned with

of Nandipha Mntambo, Ingrid Masondo, Ernestine White,

non-profit basis in to offer increased accessibility for artists

abroad. I am of the opinion that such a dialogue will encourage

As a result of our discussion we realised that women from

“holistic neighbourhood revitalisation” — its more than just

Dineo Bopabe, Zanele Muholi, Nontobeko Ntombela, Usha

outside of the often restricted formal educational structures.

I saw some parallels with our own colonial history in Ireland

artists to develop art practice in a world of cultural diversity.

different walks of life and varying backgrounds still share

economic development or housing, it’s more about making a

Seejarim, Senzeni Marasela, Lerato Shadi and Bongi Bengu on

The Hourglass Project: A Woman’s Vision was the first of

giving me a feeling of kinship with the local people in the

This practice will contribute toward a practical and effective

many similarities. We share the same struggle against

neighbourhood safe and decent.

display and the artists’ work is unique, innovative and cutting

a series of ongoing residencies set up by Caversham Press,

townships. Of course this was difficult to articulate, given the

development of the culture of our own communities.

oppression. But in order for us to move forward we need to

in 1999.

roarings of the burgeoning Celtic Tiger economy at home.

edge and features various mediums from video, installation,
photography, print-making and performance art.

remain positive and when we work together, we can empower

As part of our exchange programme we were required to share

Taking part in the Hourglass Project at Caversham Press was

ourselves more effectively. The silk screen I produced, “Vukani”

our experience and expertise with the local community. We

What struck me most forcefully was the variety of art forms

truly an inspiring and empowering experience. Set in the quiet

(meaning Wake up or Rise up, in Zulu) is a positive message to

conducted workshops with women living in the community,

The aim of women artists exhibiting together collectively is

Patricia Hurl

which clearly placed each artist geographically. The African

remote, rural KwaZulu-Natal, Caversham is an ideal place

all women to wake up and seize the opportunities around them.

teaching them about art techniques such collage but also

not only to showcase their work but also to emphasise the

Irish artist

aesthetic is rooted in a strong cultural tradition with rich bold

for artists from different parts of the globe to come together

The butterfly symbolises regeneration, movement, and freedom.

highlighting the similarities between the civil rights movement

abundance of talented artists that our country has to offer.

colours and vibrant patterning. The work generally referenced

to engage in meaningful dialogue but also to create work in a

The birds also represent flight, freedom.

and the struggle for apartheid in South Africa.

The work on display will not only showcase the unique and

I was one of two Irish participants who took part in the first

personal histories and story-telling, which those of us from the

relaxed atmosphere far away from the hassle bustle of city life.

programme of The Hourglass Project - A Woman’s Vision.

western tradition envied.

Malcolm Christian, a seasoned master-printer runs the centre.

Within a year after the workshop, I received an invitation from

Finally we had a “South Africa Day”, I cooked typical South

Having the opportunity to meet, interact and work with other

Lynn to come to Atlanta, US and take part in a collaborative

African meal, other fellow South Africans who were in Atlanta

In the final analysis, it was not so much the art that impinged

artists from all over the world broadened my scope as an artist.

project with her. As part of this collaboration, we produced a

shared song, poetry and dance.

on me, but the friendships I made and the broadening of my

From the first day when I met Lynn Linnemeier, we began

silkscreen print,” Black Magic Women no. I, a work that paid

limited perspectives on art, and indeed, life.

having a dialogue about art and more importantly about being

tribute to two black women pioneers, Lilian Ngoyi from

When I reflect back now, it is exactly ten years ago since I

black female artists.

South Africa and Fanie Hamer from The US. In the work the

participated in The Hourglass project and the workshop laid

two engage in dialogue, in between them a tree symbolising

the seeds for where I am now. I am currently curating an

strength and hope.

exhibition “Innovative Women”. Ten artists have come together

There were sixteen of us in total with the others coming from
Z.A., the USA and Zimbabwe.
We were together in South Africa at an historical moment when
Thabo Mbeki was elected as successor to Nelson Mandela.
Politics was on the agenda every evening while we ate our
communally prepared dinner. Those of us not from Africa

Bongi Bengu

We discussed that most black emerging young female artists in

were trying to understand the political history of this complex

South African artist

South Africa are under exposed. Their art is poorly promoted

country. The local township was a glaring contrast to the centre

individual talent of each of the artists but also enable artists
to make their mark locally as well as abroad.
Looking back, since the times of Lilian Ngoyi and
Fanie Hamer women have made considerable progress.

to create the exhibition “Innovative Women”; a treatise on

by institutions in South Africa and the value of the artist and

Next to Lilian Ngoyi, her famous words: “We don’t want men

the ability of black female artists to produce quality modern

with its beautiful chapel, pristine cottages and immaculately

South Africa’s isolation from participating in the activities of the

the work of art is by and large degraded. Firstly visibility and

who wear skirts under their trousers, if they don’t want to act,

art across different media. With successful openings at

cared for gardens. The majority of Black South Africans were

world is well documented and the reasons well articulated over

exposure — they are rarely invited to participate in major

let us women exchange skirts with them”.

Constitutional Hill, Johannesburg, Jeannette Unite Studio

But the struggle carries on…
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What do we really need from Public Art?
— Sarah Glennie

Sarah Glennie moved to Ireland in 1995 to work as Curator at the Irish
Museum of Modern Art where she curated the major public art project
GHOST SHIP by Dorothy Cross. In 2001 she moved to The Henry Moore
Foundation Contemporary Projects where her curated projects included
Paul McCarthy at Tate Modern, and Stopover at the Venice Biennale 2003.
She co-curated Romantic Detachment at P.S.1/MoMA and in 2005 a major
new film commission by Tacita Dean for Cork Capital of Culture 2005. She
was the Commissioner of Ireland’s participation at the 51st Venice Biennale
2005 and was Artistic Director of the Model Arts and Niland Gallery from
2005 — 2008. In 2008 she became Director of the Irish Film Institute.

This is a simplistic, didactic

brought art into a number of

and thought provoking

for concerns and issues to

the social problems which

forensically examining

while there was directly

moment in the development

public of a given context as a

example which refers to the

major regeneration projects

experience, this model of

be raised.

made habitation in the

and questioning it is the

concerned with finding

of public art in Ireland. The

work about their environment.

“this is interesting and you

which address the physical

participation can become

towers unbearable removed

aforementioned Grizedale

practical solutions to these

project was GHOSTSHIP by

However, this reading would

should look at it” model of

and social infrastructure of

reductive as the process and

One of Breaking Ground’s

the hotel was a safe place in

Arts, based in Cumbria in

problems, including a group

Dorothy Cross and consisted

miss the true strength of

public art (as described by

disadvantaged communities.

consequently the “benefit”

most visible projects.

which the towers’ fantastic

the UK. Their most recent

project which rebranded and

of a decommissioned lightship

GHOSTSHIP as a project —

Adam Sutherland, Director

These provide a platform

is defined by the artists

Seamus Nolan’s Hotel

space, light and views

projects have been defined by

created an online shop for the

moored in Dublin Bay for a

its poetry, ambiguity and the

of Grizedale Arts), largely

for ambitious public art

rather than the participants.

Ballymun, created a shifting

could be appreciated. Local

their stated aim of making

village’s main product, rice.

three week period. The ship

potential it held for wonder

demonstrated through the

programmes, most notably

More often than not

perspective on these issues of

residents played a part in

work that is really useful and

It is a project that can only be

was painted in phosphorescent

and discovery amongst the

placing of physical objects

Breaking Ground in

participation equates to

participation, audience and

the preparation and running

of benefit, but crucially a

experienced by recollection

paint and intermittently

audience which ensured its

in public places. Critique of

Ballymun, that are informed

involvement in a workshop,

community. From 31st of

of the hotel, and various

benefit that is defined by the

as it was absolutely about the

lit with UV lights which

impact was significant and

this approach is by now well

by the justification of art as

or providing content for

March to the 27th of April

community groups were

participants not the artist.

context, namely the social

“charged” the paint to glow

the project, either through

advanced and the dominant

a catalyst for social change,

the artist to make work in

2007 the top floor of the

involved in the accompanying

The artist therefore becomes

and economic problems of the

with its own light. The result

direct experience or imagined

trend in public art in Ireland

something that can create a

response to, with limited

Clarke Tower, one of the last

programme of talks and events

an employee, a facilitator

village and the people in it.

was that the ship appeared and

from descriptions, has become

and internationally is towards

sense of inclusion, pride in

consideration of a more

remaining tower blocks in

along side a wide range of

charged with addressing

For those of us who were not

disappeared on the horizon

embedded in a collective

work based around ideas of

the environment and counter-

effective contribution that

Ballymun, opened its doors

artists and musicians. Hotel

the particular needs of the

there it is difficult to evaluate

as a “ghostly” apparition over

memory of that section of

collectivity, collaboration,

act social difficulties. To

artists could make in the given

to the public in the form of

Ballymun however, was not

community in which the

and unlike many other public

the course of the evening. The

Dublin Bay. GHOSTSHIP

engagement and participation.

quote Breaking Ground’s

context. Put simply, a move

a unique short stay hotel.

a collaborative project, it

commission is based. A recent

art projects the resulting work

piece was entirely informed

was a work of art that

This shift is generally agreed

mission statement: “to

on from the “this is interesting

The project celebrated the

was conceived and curated

example is the Seven Samurai

does not have an afterlife in

by the artist’s personal

genuinely engaged a wide

to be a positive development

expand and enrich the

and you should look at it” to

landmarks of Ballymum, the

by Seamus Nolan, and any

project in Japan that arose

a wider arts context so it is

response to Dublin Bay as a

audience, a much larger

that moves towards a more

lives of communities

“this is good for you and you

tower blocks, the destruction

outside involvement was

out of an invitation from the

hard to gain any real sense of

site of history and childhood

audience than a work in a

meaningful, democratic

through experiences with

will enjoy”.

of which was at the core of

invited into the framework he

Echigo-Tsumari Triennale.

the work produced. It is the

memory of the now defunct

gallery could ever reach,

art form that is more truly

contemporary art”.

the regeneration programme.

created. Hotel Ballymun faced

Grizedale Arts asked the

intention behind the project

lightships that used to inhabit

in contrast to the Seven

While Per Cent for Art

By definition the hotel was

accusations of exploitation

Triennale organisers to find

though that is important and

Ireland’s coast line.

Samurai, it cannot be said

“public”. However, it could
be argued that that issues

There can be no doubt

ensures that public art

not intended to cater for

of the local community, of

a community that needed

relevant in any discussion

of choice and benefit have

that Ballymun has been

commissions are embedded

local residents, the potential

creating a social zoo out of

help and could articulate

of public art. The artists’

In 1999 the temporality

but it was without doubt

become more complex and are

of enormous benefit to

in large regeneration projects

participants were the wider

people’s homes and of not

that as a specific request. The

commissions were defined

of such an ambitious

for the public. Projects

still largely unresolved.

the community of artists

such as Ballymun, it is not

Irish community who had

providing any real benefit for

community that came forward

by the community’s agenda

statement was heralded as

such as this should not

working in Ireland, creating

always evident that the

for many years viewed the

the community in which it

was a small agricultural

and their investment in the

a significant contribution

be overlooked within a

All artists are alike. They

exciting opportunities for

regeneration companies

notorious towers with a

was based. A responsibility

village of 60 older people

project ensured that the

to the debates about what

current focus on defining

of the term however and it

referred to a physical site or

available to the few who

is clearly to use art to enhance

tall order to improve on the

dream of doing something

well resourced ambitious

view public art as a means to

mixture of romanticism

to the Ballymun community

who were concerned by the

collaboration was meaningful

public art could and

the relationship between art

Per Cent for Art Scheme1, art

becomes clear that there is a

location but increasingly this

manage to make it into the

the visitors” experience

experience of one of Wicklow’s

that’s more social, more

commissions, and this

articulate ambitions, strategic

(think of “Into the West”)

was integral to the project

growing number of tourists

with tangible results. The

should be. A contemporary

and public. GHOSTSHIP

commissions linked to publicly

lot of confusion about what

means within a particular

institutional framework. An

and to lead them towards a

most striking landscapes and

collaborative, and more real

outcome should not be

thinking and decision making

and fear, but rarely with first-

however - the income from

to their village and wanted

resulting work would

perspective however could

is not memorable for the

funded capital projects, in the

public art really means and

context or community that

alternative reading that be that

greater engagement with the

the inevitable disintegration of

than art.

underestimated. However

amongst the community

hand experience. Designer

guests’ donations and sale of

to find a way to properly

challenge many commonly

throw into sharper focus a

contribution it made to

time of a construction boom

most specifically what the

is outside the art world; the

the difference is one of choice

landscape. As a regular visitor

many of the works results in

the benefit to the Ballymun

about the changes taking

furniture, recycled from

the commissioned furniture

communicate the identity

held expectations of art, but

lack of collaboration, direct

debates about the role and

has meant a proliferation of

relationship is between the

suggestion being that the

and an intention of benefit.

to Devil’s Glen I find myself

a rather tatty sideshow to the

community is harder to

place around them. At one

the furniture left in the

created a fund for local arts

of the village to the visitors.

at its core is an ambition

engagement with the public

function of public art — it is

public art in Ireland and a

Public and the Art.

artwork can be experienced

increasingly irritated by the

main attraction. Personally

evaluate. A large proportion

public discussion I attended,

tower block created a chic,

bursaries bringing a rare

They were also worried by

to make art that is truly

in the conception of the work

memorable as an intelligent,

rapid growth in ambition and

1

In 1997, following the publication
of Public Art Research Project
— Steering Group Report to
Government (PART Report).
the Government of Ireland
approved the revision and
extension of existing schemes
of artistic embellishment to all
Government Departments with
construction budgets. Since
that time the Scheme has been
implemented in varying degrees
by Government Departments
and public bodies. In 2004, the
Per Cent for Arts Scheme was
launched along with the Per Cent
for Art guidelines drawn up by
an Inter-Departmental Public Art
Coordination Group, with the
assistance of a Panel of Public Art
Expert Advisors.

to be informed by the public

The launch in 2004 of the

— Dan Graham
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without boundaries, reaching

The sculpture trail in Devil’s

lack of choice the project
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As Dan Graham’s statement

of the “Breaking Ground”

the regeneration company’s

contemporary interior that

economic dimension into

the age profile of the village

informed by the public. Do we

and an accusation of spectacle

well conceived work of art

sophistication amongst the

In the simplest terms “public

audiences who may not

Glen in County Wicklow

gives me. The initial project

rather an uninterrupted view

articulates, artists want to

projects were participatory

position seemed to be that

mirrored the reclaiming of

the relationship between

and wanted to ensure that

need public art to be informed

over a true engagement with

that shifted perceptions,

projects realised. Public art is

art” has been taken to mean

otherwise encounter art but

comprises a number of

may have started with well

of the landscape, which is

make work that is in someway

and invited local residents into

involvement in one of the

60’s urban architecture that

the commissioned artist and

their culture continued with

by the public for it to have

the context. In many ways

inspired and suggested an

a term we use with confidence

work that is created outside

will benefit from it. Taking

specially commissioned pieces

meaning intentions of using

why I go to Devil’s Glen,

useful and public art is

what is considered a beneficial

public art projects should

has taken place in other

commissioning context.

future generations. Seven

a meaningful impact and

this was a clear example of a

alternative to the limitations

and has come to be understood

the normal arts infrastructure

this definition literally the

placed along the most popular

art to enhance the experience

and if I want to see an

increasingly seen as the most

involvement in the artistic

serve to quieten any of the

cities such as Berlin and

artists undertook to answer

relevance? In 1999 the Nissan

“this is interesting and you

of daily experience. Is this

to describe a distinct approach

(theatre, gallery, concert hall),

flipside is that work made

trail and made in direct

of the landscape — but any

exhibition of formalist

effective channel for this to

process. While many of those

residents’ dissatisfaction with

London, and which could

An organisation that has

the villagers’ request and

Art Project, organised by the

should look at it” project, an

ultimately what we need

to making art. With closer

sited directly in the “public

within an arts institution

response to the landscape. The

scrutiny of this shows it to

sculpture I will make the

be achieved. In Ireland the

directly involved in projects no

the regeneration process,

have been an alternative

consistently refused to work

worked in the village for a

Irish Museum of Modern

artist’s vision, conceived in the

from public art?

examination of the usage

realm”. Historically this has

is the reverse, “private” and

intention behind the project

be ultimately flawed. It is a

choice to go to a gallery.

Per Cent for Art Scheme has

doubt found it a stimulating

rather than provide a platform

future for the towers. With

within any paradigm without

month. The work they made

Art, was taken as a landmark

studio but presented to the
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2006, Toge, Japan. Grizedale
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Seven Samurai, 2006, Toge,
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Anything — as long as it’s not a sculpture!1
— Dr. John Mulloy
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Untitled, Jim Vaughan, 2006, C-Type print, 1.2m x1.2m, courtesy of the artist.
Title: Temple of the Tides; Artist: Travis Price and students; Date: 2007; Medium: stone, glass, stainless steel and concrete; Dimensions: approx 250 sq. ft floor area; Photo: courtesy Travis Price and Peter Hynes.
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John Mulloy worked for nearly 25 years as a community artist
in a wide variety of settings. Increasing discomfort with the
negative impacts of state policy on marginalised groups led him
to research a 2006 PhD thesis at the NCAD on “community
arts”. His current research focus is on arts-based community
development, and he lectures in the History of Art and
Critical Theory in the Galway-Mayo Institute of Technology.
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Jurgen Habermas’ theory of

else — never mind the entire

Art Scheme, issued by the

liberal politics of recognition,

such recognition […] ossify

Appiah’s “Medusa

example, in July 2007 a new

Tidy Towns Committee

contrast, with its insistence on

in 2006 to discuss a Public

cuts to the core of the politics

will be made that through its

Vaughan, sought to engage

“communicative action”. The

136 people living on Clare

Department of Arts, Sport

fundamental to the

the identities that are their

Syndrome” is seen in the

sculpture, Temple of the

or the Community

the singularity of the public

Art proposal . This was a Per

of “audience reception” of

insistence on the singularity

with the islanders in the

Habermasian public sphere

Island? Even if you could have

and Tourism in 2004, “Public

bureaucratic “racial state”,

object”? (Appiah, p.110)

tendency, extremely strong

Tides by Travis Price, was

Development Officer really

space and its reification of

Cent for Arts project (capped

“public art works” in rural

of the public space and its

making of the work.

is an intermediate space of

knowledge of someone else’s

Art creates a dialogue with a

constantly creating categories

in Irish politics, of reifying

erected, replacing an existing

be “representative” of the

“community”, Public Art

at €60,000) arising out of

places. This is the focus of

reification of the notion of

“communicative action” in

life-world, what gives you the

people, a time, a place”. This

of people within the society

Public Art is provided as a

“community” as some kind

sculpture of the Children

community?

in Ireland can be said to be

the €9.5 million extension

this piece, and at the outset

community, Public Art in

After the Cold War,

which state policies and civil,

right to represent it? While

immediately connects to issues

(e.g. “non-nationals”) — with

service by the authorities

of fixed object. This elides

of Lír and a picnic area in

to Clare Island’s pier. As

I want to emphasise that I

Ireland is part of the State’s

governments began using

political and social rights can

representation is well theorised

of “identity”, “citizenship”

differing entitlements to

— but for what purpose?

the differences between

Belmullet . Local concern

Rather than engaging in

mission” - turning some

much as anything, there was

am not making any aesthetic

ongoing creation of identity, a

the tools of partnership and

be negotiated among citizens

in documentary photography

and “community”, and a body

services. Because “identities

This leads us into the murky

“representative” community

was reported in the media,

“recognition as”, I would

people into good citizens,

frustration that the money

judgment whatsoever on any

process that happens through

funding to control opposition,

in an equitable, rational

and film-making, it rarely

of evidence that the “public

are constituted in part by

waters of “moral education”,

organisations, based on

both at the lack of community

suggest that critical artistic

while reinforcing the exclusion

could only be spent on “art”,

art works mentioned. Rather, I

recognition and exclusion.

in a move from government

dialogue, protecting the

feature in Irish Public Art

sphere” is in fact multiple

social conceptions and

the notion of a concern

territory, and “community-

consultation, and the removal

practices should construct

of Others, and thus defining

rather than on other projects,

want to use the idea of “Public

The project on Clare Island

4

to governance. The artworld

“life-world” (the everyday,

debates. Further, by bringing

and fragmented. Chantal

treatment as, in the realm

for how people might be,

based” organisations,

of part of a famine wall

agonistic spaces that reflect

who “we” are.

especially an alternative energy

Art” as a basis for exploring

has been chosen as it could

responded to this new politics

immediate, private sphere)

aspects of other people’s lives

Mouffe, among others,

of identity there is no bright

rather than how they are,

sharing a “common interest”,

which was incorporated into

the complex microlandscapes
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Public Art —
a local authority perspective
— Gaynor Seville

Gaynor Seville is a fine art graduate whose early
career as an arts worker in community settings,
art gallery management and as a visiting university
lecturer led her to work in local authority arts
administration. For the last ten years she has worked
in Ireland and England as a Public Art Officer and
Principal Arts Development Officer for Salford
City Council and in her current role as Public Art
Coordinator for Mayo County Council.

I moved to Ireland from England and came to work for the

liaising with other council departments such as planning,

open meeting audience regarding concerns about other issues,

commissioner, must be mindful of this and address concerns

work. Despite this, it can be easy to get people together in a

Our daily lives are regularly represented in ways we have no

Arts Office in Co. Mayo in 2006. One of my first experiences

architects, roads etc. and elected members, arranging events,

such as tree removal or problems with roads.

about long term value as well as ensuring that the artist feels

rural setting, most people will know each other and there will

control over, through media, newspapers, soap operas, local

of Public Art in Co. Mayo was at the launch of the artworks on

the list goes on.

free to fully express themselves artistically without unnecessary

be good networks. However, this is not always the case. New

gossip etc. Architecture and town planning can seem imposed

There were many difficulties between the funders of this

compromise. This can be a difficult balance. Long term value

estates that have sprung up regularly over the past few years

upon us, with little opportunity to have any direct involvement
or communication with the creators or decision makers.

the Islands of Inishturk and Clare. Having worked as a Public
Art Development Officer for many years prior to moving to

A scheme I managed in Salford with artists Michael Trainor

particular artwork (government regeneration funds, New Deal

can be as simple as ensuring a permanent physical artwork has

have had percent for art budgets allocated and it has proved in

Ireland, I was especially keen to see how the artworks had been

and Liam Curtin began by sending invites to every single house

for Communities) and the vision of the artists and the project

a realistic maintenance plan in place. Access to information

some cases difficult to even get one resident to offer to be on a

commissioned, and what processes of engagement the Arts

in the area inviting them to come to a talk about public art

managers (the local authority Arts Office). The artists felt a sense

about the artwork and the artist needs to be made available for

selection panel for the artwork as the “community” as such has

We are surrounded by complex visual information in the public

Office and the artist had undertaken with the communities.

where the artists introduced themselves and presented images

of unease, distrust and censorship from the funders, who were

those who want it. Opportunities for meaningful participation

yet to be formed.

realm, natural and man made. Outside of my office window I

of projects from around the world. The invite consisted of

inexperienced in working with artists. They seemed worried

throughout the process need to be considered at an early stage

The journey to the Islands was an experience in itself, and it

a superimposed garden gnome onto the chosen site and the

about how the community would respond, and how this would

and exploited.

must be overwhelming for any artist to consider how to work

question “This?” There was excellent attendance at the talk.

reflect on them. As the local authority project manager, it was a

with, or compete with, such dramatic scenery. I was impressed

see a petrol station, roof tops, a pylon covered in satellite dishes
I make no assumptions when planning to contact any

and in the distance Croagh Patrick. Competing with all of this

community group, or individual regarding a public art scheme.

could seem an impossible task. Public Art can stop us in our

difficult job to keep resolving their differences. It did raise many

The artist working on a particular scheme does not always

Any community is a group of people with something in

tracks and shock us, surprise us, make us slow down, think

by the Eamonn O’Doherty sculpture at Inishturk. It is very

This was followed up by an invitation to come on a magical

interesting questions about why the work had been funded,

have to be directly involved in all of this ongoing work, there

common, usually geographical, but certainly not everything in

about where we are, hold a mirror up to who we are, give us

traditional, high quality, beautifully positioned, sensitive to its

mystery tour, where a full coach of local people were taken

and what the funders originally hoped or assumed the artwork

can be unrealistic expectations put on artists to be great

common. Every project idea, artist, location, group, potential

pride in where we live or work, make us smile, make us cross,

surroundings, and seemed very popular with the residents.

around North West England to visit examples of public art,

would do.

public speakers, workshop facilitators, website designers, event

audience is different, and their opinion and experience of art

make us communicate.

managers, as well creating the artwork. Liam and Michael’s

is different. Usual means of engaging with people include

filling in questionnaires on the way rating each piece on its
On arrival at the community centre on Clare Island where Jim

scale, materials, aesthetics, siting etc. This process proved there

The artists very quickly had a great rapport with and respect for

project for example engaged many other professionals during

open meetings, presentations, exhibitions, tours, websites,

It can be controlled by the people the artwork has been created

Vaughan’s “This Time, This Place” was to be officially launched,

was no clear winning formula for a universally liked artwork.

and from the community. They were clearly able to deliver for

the scheme, workshop facilitators, youth workers, engineers,

blogs, press releases and parish notes. Where possible I am

for, through processes of engagement, be that in the selection

I was taken aback by the huge tables laid out across the full

As well as being a learning process for some of the community,

the community something that was obviously missing from the

events teams, marketing expertise and additional labour

keen to encourage involvement in the selection process,

procedure or the artistic process and through their personal

length of the large hall to accommodate, literally, all of the

it also highlighted for the artists what the key concerns and

rest of the government regeneration initiative, and it was greatly

for installation.

where appropriate the creation of the artwork, in learning

interpretation of the artistic outcome. If the public choose not

people who live on the island, who had all turned up for the

interests were of the group, and they endeavoured to very

welcomed. Interestingly the artists did not feel compromised in

opportunities that may arise, and ultimately as an audience

to get involved, even as an audience member who dislikes the

event. I enjoyed seeing the children leafing through the books

creatively incorporate this into their design.

their ability to have artistic freedom over the end result, whilst

There can be no set rules for any public art scheme regarding

member. For some any engagement may take time, often with

artwork, there is simply no art, just another object, piece of

still enabling the regeneration initiative to tick their boxes,

the community and how, or indeed if, they should be involved.

the artwork long after it has been completed. It is difficult to

street furniture, or unnoticed event.

on display, proudly pointing out photographs they had taken, or
were in. Again, I was struck by the high quality of the artwork,

A sculptural work was produced which also had a time capsule

which seemed to concentrate highly on numbers of people

There can be differences between rural and urban contexts. The

measure and evaluate. The key is to ask the community what

the exquisitely bound books and striking accompanying

underneath, to be opened by a future community in 100 years.

involved, but not the quality of that involvement.

Anish Kapoor sculpture “Cloud Gate’ in Chicago would have a

they think, not tell them what to think. The use of public

exhibition of large photographs, which now form part of the

Local people were invited to contribute letters sent to the future,

different kind of audience and process in comparison to a small

art should encourage that communication, prompt questions

county’s art collection. I experienced it as a good example

with creative writing workshops available. School children

Job descriptions for Arts Officers and Public Art Co-ordinators

budget community commission in a small village in the west

about use of space, allocation of public money, decision making

of successful community involvement, a contemporary and

created designs and models of their idea of what the area would

would usually ask for a third level degree in Art or an Arts related

of Ireland. The agendas of the commissioning bodies would

processes, and experience of high quality artwork. Often certain

appropriate commission, a quality process and outcome.

look like in 100 years and a local youth group worked with the

subject, along with extensive experience of working within

have similarities in that both would want the highest quality in

individuals will be firm about what they do or don’t want,

local museum curator to find out about objects from 100 years

the arts sector at senior levels. As a result many have a creative

artistic outcome and something that the public would want to

however as Caoimhín Mac Giolla Léith states in the Per Cent

The administration and planning behind the scenes of any

ago and curated their own exhibition of modern artefacts which

background themselves, which can prove crucial for the inevitable

engage with in a positive way.

for Art National Guidelines “the public cannot express a desire

public art scheme can be immense, and when managed well,

is held in the underground vault.

creative exchange of ideas between the commissioner and the
artist regarding the curation and realisation of the project.

in this case by the local authority art office, it can directly

Accessing communities and audiences in urban and rural
To ensure that artists do not lose this freedom and that their

Mayo County Council pledges to be as inclusive and accessible

towns and cities there is an instant audience every day, residents,

artistic vision is protected, the commissioner has to have a

unexpected, roles the commissioner must take on. In this case

as possible and to promote the highest quality service for the

workers, commuters, tourists etc. In rural villages it is likely

very clear and open brief and the community needs to be well

it was necessary to field unrelated questions from the initial

people who live and work in the county. The Arts Office, as

to be only the immediate residents who engage with the final

informed about the process, and given realistic expectations.

As well as the ongoing administration tasks involved in

once the brief has been written, selection procedures put in

delivering a project like this, there are other, sometimes

place and contracts issued. The commissioner will assist with
introductions, promoting the scheme, looking after the budget,

2

for that which it has not yet experienced”.
settings come with their own difficulties and benefits. In large

affect the artwork’s success. The administration does not stop

1

Images
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Magical mystery bus tour.
Front of invitation for magical mystery tour as part of Salford Public Art project.
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Beyond the rural:
Rethinking critical art practice in the context of EU agriculture reform and rural development policy
— Littoral Arts Trust

LITTORAL is a non-profit-making arts trust
which focuses on promoting art practice and
cultural strategies as a response to social and
environmental change. The trust organises
conferences, exhibitions, arts commissions and
projects, publications and research papers that
propose creative solutions to real-life problems.
LITTORAL prefers to work on projects which
fall outside the remit of the art world, and are
structured through long term partnerships and
dialogue with community groups, trade unions,
schools, culturally diverse organisations, and
farming and rural communities.
www.littoral.org.uk

rural areas, and also in tackling the effects of rural social and

policy. Led in the main by independent artists who,

economic exclusion due to the erosion of public services and

although they make use of existing arts funding resources

lack of affordable housing in rural areas. Public concerns about

and systems and institutions, do not appear to be that

industrial farming and related farm animal welfare issues,

interested in seeking validation for this work within the art

including GMOs, animal cloning and bio-technology, reveal

world. However, if the genre is to have any professional

other interesting new ethical and aesthetic dimensions

credibility and develop a coherent strategy it will need to

within agriculture policy, which are also culturally informed

be properly documented and classified, and also subjected

and articulated.

to more rigorous processes of theoretical analysis and
intellectual inquiry.

Artists and film makers have also been documenting the recent
spate of farm animal pandemics and agricultural disasters;

2 Establishing the main practice characteristics of the

Case Study One
Littoral: Artbarns, 1999 (After Kurt Schwitters)

Case Study Two
Littoral: The Documents
of FMD, 2001

The ArtBarns programme was Littoral’s first attempt to frame an arts programme intended to persuade farmers and the rural community that the arts could be

When in 2001 Foot-and Mouth disease hit Britain’s farms

enlisted to aid them make their case to the urban public and also to open up a new field of practice for artists, inviting them to step out of the galleries and into

Littoral set up a series of commissions, “The Documents of

the world of real life problem-solving.

FMD”, for artists, photographers, poets and writers, with a

BSE, FMD, Bovine TB, and Swine Flu, which again underlines

new rural arts

the importance of generating vital new cultural and ethical

New rural arts practitioners seem to pursue long-term

The outbreak of vJCD, and its linking to BSE (Mad Cow Disease) had alerted the public to the fact that all was not well in rural England. Of course, there are

narratives for society, governing future human-animal and

partnership work with host farming and rural communities,

always problems in farming, but things were getting ever worse, and becoming larger than could be dealt with by the farmers on their own. It was time to bring

The subject was (and remains) a painful one for society, and

human-environment relationships; i.e. making the cultural

and in addressing new creative solutions to a wide range

culture back to agriculture. Supported by a Lottery grant, Littoral invited international artists to work with farmers in the Forest of Bowland, Lancashire, to create

for some years it proved impossible to find a venue for an

arguments for a more humane and environmentally sustainable

of core rural social, health and economic problems. They

installations in their disused barns. The precedent was Kurt Schwitters’ unfinished Merz Barn installation in Cumbria, but where Schwitters was working to create

exhibition, but on the five year anniversary of the outbreak, in

agriculture. These new ethical and aesthetic discourses also

are also interested in developing critical and curatorial

art. In ArtBarns each artist was asked to engage in extended dialogue with a farmer and to identify a “problem” to tackle through the work. The programme as a

2006, Littoral organised a conference in Manchester Town Hall

imply a critical re-alignment of the rural, as a new site of

interventions into agriculture and rural development policy,

whole would then serve as a means of luring the art-loving public out of the cities, helping them to reevaluate their preconceptions about farming.

accompanied by an exhibition at the Manchester Metropolitan

engagement for other important overarching national economic,

as part of a promoting a new rural cultural strategy. There

cultural and environmental policy discourses. All of which,

also appear to be several other sub-genres and practice

Artists from the UK, Ireland, Canada, Australia and New Zealand participated in the project. On the day of the opening of ArtBarns, The Guardian carried a

long term ambition is to set up a national centre as a repository

I want to argue, constitute legitimate and absolutely compelling

specialisations now emerging in the field, including

full page feature on the project, focused on the farming aspects, which was an undoubted aid to the acceptance of the project in agricultural circles. This was

for the photographic records, not just of FMD, but of British

new arenas for mainstream cultural policy, curatorship and

practitioners who focus mainly on agriculture, art-as-

accentuated when, a week later the project was covered in The Farmers Guardian, the BBC 4 programme Farming Today and a short Granada TV feature.

agricultural heritage.

critical art practice.

cultivation, livestock issues, and related art farm projects;
i.e. art and agriculture. New Rural Arts is proposed as

ArtBarns had both short-term and long-term outcomes. The wool-based projects, intended to draw attention to the fact that the price of wool had fallen so low

The mechanism for achieving this will, we hope, be The Rural

an interim term for an, as yet, unformed and potentially

that farmers were burning the fleeces in their fields, proved influential, and Littoral followed up with two LEADER-funded programmes in Cumbria creating

Cultural Forum, a membership organisation Littoral helped

New post-agricultural rural landscapes, settlements and

problematic arena of practice, which also aims to engage

“value-added” wool-based products and a Herdwick wool exhibition at Manchester Airport in 2002.

to set up in 2004 to enable rural and farming organisations to

creative economies

with and be inclusive of as a wide range of urban art

website and a helpline, supported by Arts Council England.

University gallery. Various seminars have also been run, and the

lobby at national level for a new policy of cultural entitlement

practices and other critical/cultural discourses as possible.

Toro Kane’s barn interior was accompanied by a series of performances, and Littoral followed up by promoting farm visits for newly immigrant Somali women and

The impact of climate change and global warming is also

More research* needs therefore be to be undertaken in terms

their children, whilst Toro developed a project to help farmer John Hartley market his milk and meat to inner city Manchester families. Asda took up the challenge,

inducing radical new farming and rural economic practices and

of formalising a critical genealogy for this work, and in

and some pilot projects were run marketing African recipes in their Leverhulme store. Littoral is now planning ArtBarns II, a sculpture trail in barns across Cumbria

other exotic (sub-topical) ecosystems in rural areas, which, along

mapping its salient practice characteristics and international

and the North East, in 2012. As a taster we are seeking funding for Fashion Barns, fashion shows in farm barns in the Langdale valley, scheduled for 2011, focusing

with the “abandonment” of certain marginal rural and hill

distribution. *These are outlined in more detail in “The

on clothing and furnishings using Herdwick and Swaledale wool.

farming sectors, are giving rise to new or un-anticipated “post-

New Rural Arts” strategy report 2004, which is available at:

agricultural” cultural landscapes. These include interesting

www.littoral.org.uk/HTML01/pro_rural_arts.htm

for rural communities.

new rural design, socio-economic, architectural and human
settlement formations in the countryside. And, in return for

3 Constraints and challenges facing the new area of practice

Reform of the EU Common Agricultural Policy (EAFRD,

Rural leaders propose a cultural strategy for

continuing state subsidy, farmers are now also required to

Some of the constraints currently holding back development

2007 - 2013) and other environmental, social, and economic

agricultural change

provide urban consumers with a range of non-agricultural

of the new rural arts are summarised as follows: (i) lack of

public goods and services, which include new creative rural

a strategic framework capable of advancing new thinking

pressures now acting on the countryside are bringing about
radical change in rural communities everywhere. Farmers are

In response to these concerns, a Rural Cultural Forum

economy and related artistic, creative and cultural projects.

and dialogue required to connect up current cultural, arts,

also required to engage more fully with EU policy directives

was recently established in England to seek greater cultural

Given these new creative and intellectual challenges, artists and

rural development and environmental sustainability policy

promoting social inclusion, public health, renewable energy,

entitlement and equity in arts and cultural funding for

cultural policy makers will now need to adopt a more strategic

discourses; (ii) the absence of any significant practitioner

biodiversity, safe food, and environmental sustainability. EU

farming and rural communities. Citing as a precedent the

and critical engagement with agriculture and rural policy

input or international agreement on development of a

agriculture policy documents (EAGGF) also cite the need

major government arts and cultural funding awarded to

initiatives, including development of new art practices and

new rural arts research/theoretical tradition and related

for a fundamental cultural change within farming and rural

urban communities and post-industrial economic regeneration

cultural narratives capable of informing and shaping

pedagogical programmes; (iii) dominance of urban priorities

communities generally. All of which point to the urgent

projects during the 1980s and ’90s, they are now demanding

future policy priorities for sustainable agriculture, food and

and values guiding mainstream arts and cultural funding

need for some new cultural and critical narratives capable of

an equivalent level of arts and cultural investment for rural

rural development.

policy, and the consequent marginalisation of the rural as an

informing and engaging wider public debate about the future

regeneration and farm diversification initiatives. They are

area of cultural underdevelopment; (iv) lack of confidence

of agriculture, food and rural development, and in support

also keen to work with professional artists, curators, writers,

on the part of some rural and agriculture communities in

of other overarching strategies for global economic and

film makers and photographers to document the social,

Beyond the rural — overarching arts and cultural strategies

engaging their full creative potential, and also in working

environmental sustainability. These in turn present artists and

environmental, health and economic consequences of CAP

for environmental sustainability

strategically with urban artists and the culture sector;

cultural policy makers (urban and rural) with some compelling

in rural areas, and plan to set up a national rural cultural centre

new intellectual, ethical and aesthetic challenges, which they

and gallery to show this work, as well as promoting other

Some artists and curators in Ireland, and in other parts of

arts organisations and cultural policy makers to critically

cannot afford to ignore.

experimental art and agriculture projects and exhibitions.

the EU, have already anticipated these developments and are

engage with the new rural development, agriculture and

These include proposals for a series of international Rural

currently experimenting with a range of new media, critical art

environmental sustainability agendas, which are now

Biennales and symposia aimed at further connecting up art,

practices and curatorial strategies that might be better suited to

recognised as key future areas for national policy discourse.

Articulating the cultural arguments for sustainable food

agriculture and environmental sustainability agendas and

these particular agendas. Although initially focused on rural and

and agriculture

policy discourses in new and imaginative ways. They are also

agricultural issues, this work also acknowledges responsibility

working with the Departments for Culture (DCMS) and Rural

for helping to shape the new future cultural discourses for

practitioners and researchers

Over the past ten years, EU LEADER funded rural

Affairs (DEFRA) to formulate a national cultural strategy for

environmental and economic sustainability. However, much of

To try and address some of these issues and questions in more

community-led development programmes have supported

agricultural change. Clearly, artists have much to learn from

the pioneering work in this direction still remains undocumented,

detail, a series of EU-wide forums are planned, including

hundreds of innovative arts, media and cultural projects in

such proactive and imaginative rural community-led arts and

under-resourced and lacking the basic theoretical underpinnings

an inaugural New Rural Arts conference, which is proposed

rural areas throughout Europe, including an interesting range

cultural policy interventions.

required for its future development. In effort to stimulate further

for later in 2010. This aims to bring together interested

of curatorial and experimental rural art projects in farming and

debate on these topics, I want to conclude with some brief

researchers, curators and practitioners, along with invited

urban contexts. Yet little of this work has ever been properly

observations and suggestions.

farming and rural community leaders, to discuss future

documented, or given any critical exposure in the mainstream

The rural as a new site for advanced social, cultural and

art world. Elsewhere, Dutch, Italian and German government

environmental discourse

1

2

1

and (v) an unwillingness on the part of some established

4 Proposed EU forum and conference for new rural arts

projects development, and related research and pedagogy
1 Documenting an emergent new rural arts and media genre

initiatives in the field.

Images — Case Study One

3
1

2
3

Recent research work through contacts in Europe, and in

agriculture and rural agencies are promoting various new

Chris Drury: “Wool Chamber”. Installation using Swaledale wool fleeces
and dry stone walling, in Buttles Barn, Marshaw Farm, near Abbeystead,
Forest of Bowland, Lancashire photo: Don McPhee, The Guardian.
ArtBarns Project, artist Toro Adeniran Kane, installation in
Watery Gate Farm barn, Forest of Bowland.
Toro Adeniran-Kane performing in Watery Gate Farm barn, Chipping,
Lancashire, in front of her installation: “Better Life for Rural Women”,
a traditional Nigerian mural using cow dung and cowrie shells.

For more information please contact:

public art, crafts, architecture and design projects in support

Also, understanding something of the aesthetic and cultural

the USA and Australia indicate that there are hundreds

of regional sustainable agriculture, food and creative rural

implications of current agriculture and rural development policy

of best-practices examples of new rural arts and media

economy initiatives. Yet, many rural communities still remain

should enable artists and policy makers to tackle some of the

projects currently available for further study and evaluation.

Ian Hunter

economically disadvantaged and socially marginalised, and

more intractable rural social, environmental and economic

These variously employ new media and other creative

LITTORAL Arts

feel that their cultural aspirations and considerable creative

problems, i.e. by initially re-framing them as new creative

and experimental strategies to address some of the more

economic potentials continue to ignored by urban orientated

and cultural tasks. For example, some artists are working

difficult issues and underlying structural problems currently

e littoral@btopenworld.com

arts councils and cultural policy makers.

with rural leaders on creative ways of combating racism in

connected with agriculture reform and rural development

t 00 44 (0) 706 827961

Images — Case Study Two
1

Dark Days, exhibition poster.
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Why should “Creativity” sit next to
“Competitiveness” in an Irish dictionary?

Auraicept na nEces
— Shane Cullen

— Toby Scott

Toby Scott thinks that business schools
talk nonsense and so has established a new one
called Pentacle to teach organisations about
the New World and how to survive in it.
You can contact him at toby.scott@pentacle.ie
or visit the website at www.pentacle.ie

three year plans and annual

but recently is being seen

Now the interesting thing

image of de Valera, watching

budgets when we know that

in a new light and one that

to me is that if one were

the Irish Six Nations victory

they will be out of date in

suggests a direction for the

to pass these obstacles to a

or encountering New Grange

three months? Does it make

creative industries as a whole.

designer, you would see their

as the sun rises? We are simply

eyes light up, their heartbeat

hard-wired to respond more
easily to images than to words.

sense that we organise our
companies as hierarchies when

There are certain qualities of

quicken and the mental

we know that the best ideas

the designer that makes them

pencil being sharpened. For

are unlikely to come from the

very good at dealing with

these are precisely the kind of

Sean’s final observation about

top? Does it make sense that

the new world, at generating

challenges that delight their

risk also plays to the strength

we ground all models of a

and developing new ideas, at

creative minds.

of the designer because they

particular plane if it develops

responding to the emerging

a fault yet blithely support

needs of people, in short at

Understanding what people

want to get things wrong.

banks to rebuild themselves

INNOVATING.

really want is at the heart of

That is to say, they want to get

design research. Instead of

things wrong in the short term

Sean is a wiry, humorous

asking people what they want,

because they know that if

man with a taste for good

designers observe people,

you can get something wrong

I don’t mean to depress; in

shirts and long runs. He

particularly extreme users,

quickly, before it has gone into

fact, I think the picture is

operates a small consultancy

that is, those people who

production, it is going to be

pretty rosy. We just need to

offering innovation services

either love or hate a product

a lot better (and a lot cheaper

look hard at the skills that are

to companies in the West and

or service. These observations

to put right) than if you get

really going to be required in

Northwest. He tells me that if

lead to insights about how a

it wrong later. This is all

this “New World” and prepare

he hears one more exhortation

product or service could be

about prototyping something

for it. There are a group of

to innovate from agencies and

improved. Now, I use our

quickly and roughly so that

people who are really well

well-meaning support bodies,

dishwasher a lot, I load and

one can fail sooner in order to

prepared for the New World.

he will pull his own teeth out.

empty it up to three times a

succeed faster. This tolerance

They are happy with change,

But this does not mean that he

day, but I am not an extreme

of risk and ability to accept

they relish the challenge of

thinks it is a bad idea, he just

user. My 2 year old son is

and relish failure is in direct

having to continually come up

says they “don’t know where

however, and it is only by

contrast to many companies

with new solutions and new

to begin”, in short, “if it were

observation that one could

where it is very hard for the

ways of doing things, they

so simple, everyone would be

capture the fact that he likes

culture to accept people

are content with ambiguity

doing it”.

sitting on the open door when

getting things wrong.

when we know that they no
longer offer us what we need?

“When I grow up I want to

course the answer is simple.

no longer compete on price.

bed manufacturing company

be a Production Controller”.

We are the output of an

Even if we were to achieve

knows that he can place his

These are not the usual career

incredibly efficient system

extraordinary savings and

new ranges in stores such as

aspirations of a five year old.

that is now horribly out of

implement huge productivity

Brown Thomas and Habitat,

Neither, it seems, do they

date. Imagine the growing

gains we would still only be

but he also knows that within

express much interest in

industrial economies of the

close to the EU average for

months his creations will be

becoming Cost Accountants,

19th Century. They needed

labour costs. But frankly, who

replaced by startlingly similar

Project Managers or Assembly

workers, people who were

wants to compete on price? A

products at considerably lower

Technicians. Why then,

highly educated and very good

race to the bottom with only

price made elsewhere.

do we find ourselves in these

at doing a few things really

one winner doesn’t seem like a

sorts of jobs? It certainly

well, who could churn out

competition I want to enter.

wasn’t part of my plan; I

identical products that were

distinctly remember wanting

sold to consumers with limited

Harder to conceptualise but

property protection?”. Well

to be a crocodile having

choice. Specialisation was key

no less important is that we

patents are brilliant things

seen a production of Peter

in order to achieve economies

cannot compete on quality

in certain sectors such as

Pan when I was 6. A little

of scale and the education

either. This does not mean

pharmaceuticals and medical

while back I went into one of

system responded, not

that quality isn’t important, it

devices but they are next to

my local schools, a modern

surprisingly, by developing the

just means that it is a “given”,

useless when it comes to the

extension plonked awkwardly

specialists who would work

it is expected; what economists

real world of the small and

next to a traditional two-

well in an industrial economy.

would call a hygiene factor.

medium sized company. My

Can you remember buying

bed-making friend has given

room schoolhouse. It was
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what about intellectual

unremarkable in every way

So much for economic history

anything recently that was not

up contesting companies that

except for the dedication of

101; but this is not just an idle

of high quality? I remember

copy his products, he knows

the teachers and sheer fun

thought, it is an economically

my dad buying a Hillman

that it is simply not worth his

the students seemed to be

critical one because last

Hunter in 1972; it had a vinyl

time and emotional energy

having. Let loose by myself

time I looked, we were a

roof that peeled, window-

which would be better spent

for a bit I asked the youngest

post-industrial economy. In

winders that broke and seats

creating a new line.

class whether any of them

a post-industrial economy,

that my still-in-short-trousers

were artists; immediately

the skills that are needed to

legs stuck to. The faintest

every single one of them shot

make money and remain

sniff of damp and it refused

their hands up, straining

competitive are very different

to start. Today I can buy a car

to be recognised, keen to

from those needed to replicate

that will go for a quarter of a

Events evaporate but patterns

demonstrate their skill. Later

a product with a minimum
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persist, and the pattern that

the next day I was with a

number of flaws.

a bit of water and a couple

sits above these changing

group of leaving cert. students

of oil changes. Quality is no

events is disarmingly simple

and asked the same question.

longer a means to differentiate

but very profound: the

ourselves: everyone is doing it.

pace of change that we are

After a rather embarrassed

Competitive advantage?

New World

experiencing is increasing

pause and a few sniffs, one
person volunteered that they

The problem is more acute

Finally, we cannot compete

exponentially but we are still

might have painted something

than even this sketchy

on the basis of technology

learning at the same speed, in

once, a long time ago.

appraisal suggests. If one

alone. In a highly networked

fact the rate of change now

makes an unemotional

world, any technological

exceeds our ability to learn.

appraisal of the Irish economy

advantage that you or I may

I call this the “New World”,

it is hard to see where we

have is eroded pretty quickly

a world in which old world

have any form of competitive

as that idea is seized, analysed,

values and ways of doing

This seems sad. Where is

advantage that can be traded

deconstructed and replicated

things are at best irrelevant

it that we lost that ability

on the world stage as an

in a dozen different facilities

and at worst, destructive.

to place imagination at the

industrial economy. For a

around the world. An old

Does it really make sense that

forefront of our lives? Of

start, we know that we can

colleague who now runs a

companies continue to make

Old World

have a secret weapon: they

I am loading and unloading it.

and greyness. Who are they?
Children of course. But

Sean makes some consistent

The insight is that the hinges

Now I am not arguing that

assuming that we are still a

observations about the clients

on my dishwasher need to be

the creative mind offers

little uncomfortable about

that he works with who are

strong enough to support a

the perfect solution to our

forcing them to work before

trying to innovate. His three

9kg child, not something that

collective economic woes.

their 16th birthday I suggest

obstacles seem pretty universal

would come out of a focus

What I am suggesting is that,

we turn to people who work in

to me. His first thought is that

group I would suggest.

if applied astutely, the creative

the creative industries.

his clients don’t feel that they

mind has a rich toolbox

know what their customers

Have you ever sat down and

of techniques that can be

Now I am not the first person

really want. Oh they know

looked forward to reading

applied to very real business

to suggest this by a long

what they say they want; that

that inch-thick report

challenges. The ability to

chalk. The role of creativity

is easy, you just ask them.

recommending a new strategic

respond to an ever-changing

in a modern economy has

But his clients are smart and

direction for the company

world and to compete as a

been trumpeted for ages.

know that to innovate you

(or country for that matter)?

post-industrial society depends

The problem seems to be how

need to get under the skin and

No, neither have I. And the

on our ability to innovate

can one turn rhetoric into

find out what really motivates

problem is that most people,

effectively. Luckily there is

substance? How can we take

people to buy things.

if given a choice, don’t either.

one group of people who are

Sean would say this makes

already well equipped to make
that happen.

the qualities of the creative
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Auraicept na nEces; 45 x 62 cms; oil, acrylic and pencil on canvas; Shane Cullen.

The commissioned artwork for this cover is based on a stamp
designed by artist Richard King in the early 1940’s. King had
trained at and subsequently managed the studio of Harry Clarke
following his early and untimely death. King was born in
Co. Mayo in 1909 and his work while steeped in Nationalist and
Republican mythology provides a visual parallel to the emergence
of the new State. I chose this particular image of the ploughman
because it exemplifies the rhetorical and affirmative qualities of
socialist-realism which became the stock in trade of revolutionary
art in the Europe of the 30’s and 40’s. It is the baleful power and
appeal to the intellect of this icon which positions it in the realm
of retro-avantgardism. This iconography bears further examination.

individual and turn them

His second thought is that

it very hard to communicate

into real economic value?

the thing that seems to stop

change and win-over people

This is not about generating

innovation projects being

within an organisation.

If you want to read more

more small creative businesses

successful is people. Creating

The problem is that this is a

about how this happens in

that sell only to a limited

innovation of any kind is

complex world and any change

reality, go to the Centre

indigenous population. This

all about change and, by

is, by nature, complex. Using

for Design Innovation

is about leveraging one of the

and large, we humans are

black and white symbols

website and download

most important skills we have

not great at accepting and

on a piece of white paper

“Innovation by Design”

as a nation and applying it

adapting to change. Time

often just does not capture

www.designinnovation.ie/

across the economy.

and again, he sees really great

and communicate the rich

how.html This group of

ideas failing because change

complexity of a new concept.

excellent case studies was

has not been communicated

What designers are very good

drawn-up by my talented

Born in Longford in 1957 Shane Cullen is a visual artist with a considerable international reputation. His major works have been exhibited throughout Ireland

internally or externally. Sean’s

at doing is visualising that

ex-colleagues and shows how

and Great Britain and he has also exhibited in France, Italy, Hungary, Poland, the USA and Canada. In 1995 he represented Ireland at the Venice Biennale.

third observation is that all

complexity which makes it

designers influenced a group

In 1998 he was awarded the prestigious PS1 fellowship at the Museum of Modern Art in New York and in 2004 he was the Irish representative at the

Design has a long history of

of his clients want to reduce

easier to communicate and

of small businesses in the

inaugural Lodz Biennale in Poland. Amongst his best known works are “Fragmens Sur Les institutions Republicaines IV” (now owned by IMMA) documenting

sitting at the cusp between

risk, particularly in current

absorb. Tell me honestly,

Northwest of Ireland.

the 1981 hunger strike by Republican prisoners in Northern Ireland and “The Agreement” a vast sculptural work based on a complete transcription of the

creativity and business. It

circumstances. A natural

what stirs a greater sense of

is certainly one of the more

desire, but it doesn’t really mix

national identity, reading

© Toby Scott

Ireland in Europe to create a public sculpture commemorating the earliest expressions of printed texts in the Irish language. This will be located in the historic

commercial artistic disciplines

with the need to innovate.

the constitution or seeing an

September 2009

context of the Irish College in Louvain, Belgium.

Design and innovation

Good Friday Agreement. Some of his most poignant pieces have been situated in the public domain. Most recently he has been commissioned by the Institute of
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Existing Publics

Putting playfulness to play

The X-PO Public Art Project in rural Co. Clare

— Cliodhna Shaffrey

— Dr. Suzanne O’ Shea

Suzanne O’Shea is Head of Creative Arts at
Galway Mayo Institute of Technology. Since 1990,
She has published poetry, art criticism and catalogue
essays. She completed her doctorate in Fine Art
Theory at University of Ulster in 1997 for which
she received a Vice-Chancellor’s Research Award.
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X-PO can be seen as a

spaces are disappearing largely

post office in Co. Clare has,

educative and integrative

successful public art project

due to the rationalisation

over the past two years,

impetus. X-PO has been used

initiated by a local artist

of local services in an

seen unprecedented artistic

as a meeting place and a base

and now involving a whole

increasingly global economy.

and community activity.

for Health and Beauty and Set

community. It aims to give

It is true to say that rural

Driven by the considerable

Dancing sessions for the local

time and space to remember

post offices remain at the

energy of local artist Deirdre

community. The local branch

core community values.

heart of thousands of small

O’Mahony, X-PO has drawn

of Macra Na Feirme has even

The question of just who

communities continuing to

many people in, curious to

held meetings there. X-PO has

defines “core community

function as vital meeting,

see what its redeployment

been supported by The Arts

values” may, perhaps, be put

resource and information

as a creative space is all

Council and has had visitors

to one side in this instance,

centers especially for the

about. The inaugural X-PO

from American Universities

as the astute and inclusive

aged, infirm and long-term

exhibition was a tribute to

and The Burren College of Art

thinking behind X-PO is the

unemployed.

a local character, former

in Ballyvaughan. The “Team

Postmaster Mattie Rynne.

X-PO Management and

very opposite to that behind
rural rationalisation, both in

In Canada for example

Further exhibitions, talks

Co-ordination Group” has

Ireland and elsewhere, where

where rural post offices give

and presentations followed,

now been set up. O’Mahony

questions of who defines the

the federal government a

dealing with themes such

envisages teams comprising

discursive formations that

tangible presence in remotest

as changing farm life and

community members

comprise notions of “public”

corners, The National Union

changing rural and social

overseeing different aspects of

are secondary to the corporate

of Public and General

circumstances. All have been

X-PO into the future.

call of privatisation.

Employees (NUPGE)

documented and archived.

supports the retention of

X-PO invites comparisons

The function of the project

The stated aim of X-PO is

rural postal survival because

with, for example, The Wey

as a memory keeper is now

to revive in an inclusive and

in a very real sense, these

Valley public art project in

entirely in the hands of those

consultative way “the kind

small and far-flung post

Surrey, England. As in Surrey,

who make the memories —

of incidental social space”

offices hold Canadian

local interest groups took

as it should be.

formerly represented by the

communities together.

ownership of the initial idea
of archiving a communal

rural post office. Not just in
Ireland but worldwide, such
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Deirdre O’Mahony, Wall drawing
of Mattie Rynne, original
postmaster, 2007, XPO, Co. Clare

1

The decommissioned Kilnaboy

history, giving X-PO a strong

Cliodhna Shaffrey is a curator whose practice
includes exhibitions, arts research, writing and public
art commissioning. She is currently undertaking a
residency in Wicklow County Council working with
eleven artists and two curators and is co-editor of
Publicart.ie (with Sarah Searson) — the first on-line
resource for public art in Ireland.

In 1936 the Dutch anthropologist John Huizinga was amongst

take leaps across its boundaries. To help our understanding of

be played with, to seize and restage. The local, the passerby,

the first to explore the primacy of play, its role on social

play we might focus, as Susanna Millar has suggested in her

the tourist and commuter who might be caught off-guard in

relations and on the normalisation of subjects, in his book

book Psychology of Play, on the playfulness in play. What is

encountering the video projections, is not the traditional self-

Homo Ludens (the playing man). Huizinga’s objective was not

central to playfulness writes Millar is the sense of throwing off

regulated citizen of modern exhibition spaces who in crossing

to define the place of play in culture but rather to ascertain

constraint. These constraints might be physical, emotional,

boundaries suspends disbelieve. Instead Turek’s and Ryan’s

how far culture itself bears the character of play and thus

social or intellectual and when we throw off constraints we

playful curatorial strategies suceeed in enabling a co-existence

demonstrated how culture arises in the form of play.1 His radical

are free to move. In continuing a search into the definition

between “everyday and ordinary” street life of towns and

thesis positions play at the fundamental root of human life,

of play Gwen Gordon suggests that while play detaches itself

and their reconstitution (at night) as spaces of play. It would

permeating all cultures from the very beginning. Play is at the

from the message, experiences or objects of their context of

seem therefore that the viewers here are more like players,

root of poetry, music — even jurisprudence and war. It is at

origin, creating a new frame that allows for greater freedom,

participating in free and interactive movement between the

the core of dynamic existence (biology) and survival strategies

interactivity and creative possibility,4 it is playfulness that is

perceived boundaries of reality and the unreal large-scale staged

(evolution). However, when he comes to define the activities

the attitude that allows this shift by bracketing experience

video projections that choreograph their space. By throwing off

of play Huizinga starts to narrow things down and for him an

and stepping outside of the interpretive frame. In this way

constraints and stepping outside of the manipulative interpretive

activity is only play if it is fully absorbing, includes elements of

boundaries become fluid, defenses dissolve and movement

frames of the ususal ways we experience art, the curators’

3

uncertainty, involves a sense of illusion or exaggeration and it

becomes spontaneous and expanded to support improvisation

playful interventions create an occasion for entering into an

4

exists outside of ordinary life and only for its own sake.

and the creation of new possibilities to emerge.

unpredictable and unexpected illlusion where (re)actions are

2

3

References
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spontaneous and defences may dissolve.
Thus it seems that at the heart of play there is a paradox or at

In Harald Turek’s and Triona Ryan’s curation of Switch (a

least a definite tension between the mechanisms of control

curated programme of video works) in two towns in Tipperary

And in their chosen theme of playfulness their strategies have

(rules and rituals) and belonging and, the degree to which

North (Nenagh and Roscrea), their open invitation to artists

this double effect in presenting video scenes of trickery, menace,

freedom, flexibility and unboundedness is integral. On the one

on the theme of playfulness presented a double occasion to

humour, intimacy and surprise, where “the throwing off of

hand, there is a relaxation or suspension of norms and, on the

witness playfulness in operation. Firstly, when they press play

constraint”, which Millar speaks about, is consistently evident.

other, there is adherence to play’s codes and rules. The action of

and ten video works simultaneously start beaming out of

Take for example, Santtu Koivu’s moving video of an old woman

play is thus presented as operating within a frame —

empty shop windows to create a temporary transformation of

who peeks from behind a bouquet of dandelions and starts a

a frame that allows for this shift from reality to a specific

magical illusion an obvious shift in exaggeration of the norm

game of hide and seek — a child’s game re-enacted by this fully

play time/space, but one that might appear from the outside

is effectively achieved. That other worlds are indeed possible

absorbed elder player. Her key move is, as Hans Georg Gadamar

(real world) as being closed in on itself, where the players are

and might resound as tiny glimpses into absurd, witty and

might suggest, in the leaping out of the conventional frame of

conscious of the fact that the play is not real and will not

poignant scenarios, staged and framed by artists, allows for

the self and thus so effectively puts playfulness into play.

affect their lives outside the play. As such our notion of play

an unexpected distraction into an alternative ficticious arena.

is narrowly presented as lying outside of “ordinary life” and

But here no boundaries have been laid, no entrance routes or

Cliodhna Shaffrey

therefore lacking the necessary fluidity to “move things on”, to

exits determined. The town is an open space, a loose frame to

7th December 2009
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Iris, 2008, Santtu Koivu, shown
as part of Switch, Nenagh, Co.
Tipperary.
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Materials of Mass Construction
— Carol Anne Connolly

Carol Anne Connolly’s practice has been based around conducting interstitial art projects that engage with
the public and its relation to the built environment. Her interests within this framework are to explore
how art can be used as a diverse tool to highlight socio-political situations and the ways in which the
artistic process and its realisation can instigate change. She worked in both urban and rural environments,
engaged in projects that mainly conclude with temporary public art installations, workshops or events
which aim to merge creative and practical solutions to key issues.
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Trade
— Valerie Connor

Valerie Connor has published criticism about contemporary art with Circa,
Third Text and Contemporary magazine, as well as writing and commissioning
curatorial texts for gallery and site-specific projects. She has curated artists
projects in Ireland and abroad, advises on visual arts policy and lectures on
photography at DIT.
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Surfacing by Roisin Loughrey from the exhibition Sequence which formed
part of TRADE. Photo by John Daly.
Mike Fitzpatrick with John Gibbons. Photo by John Daly.
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This record of TRADE: artists in conversation reflects on some

drive to level the land and control habitation through zoning

sentimentality and nostalgia as something of a post-colonial

of the ideas that were most prominent across the two days.

in the neighbouring counties of Leitrim and Roscommon. The

phenomenon ensued and “reflective nostalgia” was proposed as

plethora of non-places that remain, the destination-less tarmac

a useful critical counterpoint to the institutions of art history.

No one used the term praxis, and the rhetoric of process was

and bare concrete foundations marking the arrested land and

Forget postmodernism’s multiculturalism, wrote Bourriaud,

all but absent, but on day one of TRADE keynote speakers

property speculation, leaving nowhere to move on from. Adding

we stand on the verge about to leap into the future, creating a

emphasised practice as an activity shaped by purpose and

to these the un-let commercial units and empty industrial parks,

synthesis between modernism and post-colonialism.

requiring exposure to personal and professional risk for

there was a frisson of second-wave speculation about what the

the writer, curator and artist alike. The event took on a

entropic possibilities of the amassed “storage” and accumulated

For all the TRADE participants, time and mobility were to

phantasmagoric quality as speakers conjured up images of

vacancy could mean for artists, life locally, and the field of

the fore; from durational art projects, time in the studio, and

walking, buildings in ruin, picturesque decay, time travel

culture nationally.

long-term artists’ residencies, to the shape a deadline will put
on cooperation. A 2009 ERICarts study of mobility among

and bi-location, primitive broadcasting and the disembodied
voice, the future as seen on TV, invisible and underground

The idea of “architecture” was problematic. Locally, the

European artists and cultural professionals finds that recipients

danger, ferris wheel, ghost train, the dead, Rome, Quatermass,

historical relationship with (a certain) architecture was described

of mobility funding should prioritise post-mobility workshops

spy planes, ennui, bleeding through the skin, explosions,

as traumatic and associated with memories of disease in Ireland.

focussing on outcomes not outputs and the sharing of insights

rebirth, and enlightenment. Modernity has been described

More generally, architecture was compared to the plot-less,

directly with peers before submitting official reports to funders.

as being both about demystification and the drive toward

character-less novella, having lost connection with everyday

TRADE does this. Plans to bring to Ireland international artists

the mythic. A sense of this continued into day two

life. In contrast, the combined symbolic value of a path walked

met by TRADE’s residency recipients might also benefit from

through reflections on current re-workings of modernity

was reiterated time and again as enlivening, regardless that the

another report in the same year designed to inform future

by contemporary artists.

journey may be charged with peril and hardship, or take a very

policy on mobility. The Innovation Task Force Report proposes

long time. The 19th century figure of the flâneur, the stroller,

that key researchers (like artists and cultural professionals?)

Allusions to “entropy” emerged early in the proceedings,

went unmentioned but lingered in the air. In the catalogue

be fast-tracked through visa arrangements to long-term

inevitably contextualised by artist Robert Smithson’s writings

to the 2009 Tate Triennial: Altermodern exhibition, curator

residency in Ireland.

and land art of the 1960s and early 70s. Committed to realising

Nicolas Bourriaud updated outmoded flâneurie, describing a

practical understanding using “synthesis” in ideas and materials,

new model of artist, a cultural nomad, who lives in times when

Mobility within the arts infrastructure is equally a critical issue,

his earthworks demonstrated entropy’s so-called “humpty

“trajectories have become forms”. A thumbnail of Smithson’s

so too the record of what is being achieved across the country

dumpty” qualities; that something once unmade is practically

asphalt pour is reproduced in the margins.

in the visual arts: matters for ongoing conversation.

its energy cannot be destroyed, it must become something

During TRADE, it was pointed out that there have been
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else. Smithson grounded his performative use of “entropy” in

multiple postmodernisms, many joyously turning authority

a critique of economic and architectural systems that he saw

on its head. This contradicts a view of postmodernism as a

operating in isolation, lacking significant relationships with

time of singular depression and melancholy. The impact of

TRADE is a visual artist’s development programme of

other natural and cultural realities.

visual, cultural and academic studies on education, art, theory

Leitrim and Roscommon County Councils consisting of

and poetry was flagged as requiring close analysis immediately.

a residential programme and seminar event which provides

Smithson’s 1969 “pours” of asphalt, concrete and glue down

This may be the backdrop to observations at TRADE that

knowledge, resources and opportunities for visual artists

the slopes of quarries and strip mines in Rome, Chicago and

more students were making nostalgic work about home

to engage internationally as well as for international artists

Vancouver, haunted a set of exchanges at The Dock about the

and family lately. Considerations of the link between

to participate locally.

impossible to remake “as was” and so appears lost — but as

